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PREFACE

This monograph is one of a series of twelve publications dealing

with the sqiences in two-year colleges. These pieces are concerned %.

with 'agriculture, biology,
chemistcy,..earth and space sciences, economics,

engineeringOntegrated social sciences and antftV.opolo4Y, integrated

natural sciences, mathematics,,physicl,
psychology, and sociology..

Egcept for the monograph dealing with engineering transfer programs, each

was written by staff associates of the Center for the Study of Cpmmunity

Colleges under a grant from the National Science Foundation.:(0SED 77-

18477).

In addition to the priMary author of this monOgraph, several people

were involved.in its execution. -Andrew Hill and William Mboney were

instrumental in developing some of the procedures used in gather:Ing ,the

data. Others fnvolved in tabulating information were Miriam Beckwith,

Jennifer Clark, William Cohen, Sandra EdwarA, Jack Friedlander, and,

Cindy Issacson. ,

Field Research Corporation in San Francisco, under the direction of

Eleanor Murray, did the computer runt in addition to printing the

1 tnstructqr survey en loYed in that portion of the project dealing with

instructional practices. Bonnie Sanchez of the ERIC Clearinghouse for

Junior Colleges and Janice Newmark,
Administrative Coordinator of the

6

Center for the Study of Community Colleges, prepared the materials for

publication. Carmen Mathenge was responsible for manuscript typing.

Jennifer Clark did the final compilation of thei various bibliographies

for each monograph.

ilFlorence B. Brewer coordi ted the writing activities and edited

each of the pieces. Arthur M. ohen was responsible'for overseeing the

entire project.

In addition to these.peOpre who provided so much input to the final-
.

ization of this.product, we wish to thank Dr. Robert McCabe of Moil,-

Dade Community College who refiewed the manuscript and Ray Hannapel

and Bill Aldridge of the National Science Foundation, who were project

monitors.

Arthur M. Cohen
Florence B. brewer

Project Director
Publications Coordinator



SCIENCE EDUCATION IN TWO-YEAR LIEGES:
40,

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

..
__.

C. P. Snow's famous essay,
"Two,Cultures" (lv04), defined the gap ile-

%tween the literary and scientific cultures. .Sutnik and the spectacular

technological breakthroughs of oul- era are ofte cited al the factors that

determined the prominence of thesciences in educational curricula. But

there are those who find the.breach between cul%ures arbitrary and the

emphasis on science without a corresponding emphasis on humanities un-

healthy. This recognition represents the philosophical underpinnings of

the interdisciplinary approach to learning.

Interdisciplihary offerings are well suited to the community college,

which encompasses diverse
educational goals andcaters to diverse student

abilities and needs. These students, who do not usually come to the com-

munity college seeking an education in,a narrow, specialized academic

discipline, often view education as peripheral to a focused occupational

goal. Yet, the community college defines one of its missions to broaden

an&liberalize the thinking of all students yho enroll.. The it*erdiscip-

linaoccourse or program may provide the means to acOeve that nAssion.

. This monograph examines the interdisciplinary Perspective that has

penetrated the tw&-year college science curriculum. The forms of the

interdisciplinary approach that will be discussed are interdisciplinary

courses, including the history, philosophy;.and sociology of science and

inte4rated science courses, and environmental sience, which is inter-

, disciplinary in the sense that it deaws from a variety of disciplines to /

define and solve environmental problems. The literature in these two

areas will be reviewed in Part I. Part II includes a discussion of the

information collected in curriculum studies undertaken by the Center for -

1
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the-Study,,of-Community Colleges
under a grant from the National Science

Foundation. Conclusipns and recommendations for,further research'and

program improvement in interdtsciplinary,sciences
in Part III complete th4t-

monograph.
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PART I

THE LITERATURE

INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCES

=.

- a

Since studies of enrollment trends, instructional practices, and

course success or failure are not reported on a glpbal scale, this liter-

ature review depends primarily on reports of the planning and execution

of specific courses. This review will also draw'from discussions of four-

year ylege course offerings and from discussions of inte'rdisciplinary

humanities; both sources speak to issues pertinent to interdisciplinary

Uiences ie the two-year college. This section treats interdisciplinary

courses, including such non-science areas as the humanities, and integrated

sciences.

3
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Initially, the distinction between the terms ?interdisciplinary" and

"integrated" needs clarification. As used here, "interdisciplinary" refers

to a course that combines one or more science disciplines with a discipline

-outside the sciences, such as a hdmanities or soCial science discipline

(Baez, 1976). This may be accomplished
explicitly in a "Physics and

History" course, or implicitly in a theme-oriehted course such as "The

Ascent of Man." "Integrated sciences" designate a narrower range of

-44

courses, which combine disciplines within science, such'as the physical

sience survey course. Both interdisciplinary and
integrated sciences are

most often-theme or
problem-centered, but may include a case study or an

1

historical approach to science (Gratz, 1966; Hall, 1972).

In a comprehensive study of interdisciplinary sciencei, Fuller (1967)

found that 47 percent of the two-year colleges that he surveyed offered

what he termed a
"multidisciplinary" science course. Interdisciplinary*

sciences most often appear in the curriculum as isolated offerings, as,,

for example, the "Ascent of Man," a course based on Bronowski's televiscon

series (Hoachlander, 1977; Rein, 1975). These courses may satWy a gen-

eral education need of a non-science mayor or may fulftll the related

science requirement of an occupational student! Other interdisciplinary

sciences serve as part cif a program of general
education offerings, as%

for eXample, Rib Hondo's Exploratory College (Cohen & Brawer, 1975),

De AnzA's Mini C011ege (Palmer, 1975), or Miami-Dade's General Eddcation

Program (kukenbell & McCabe, 1978).

Why an Interd4sci_plinary Offering?

The literature yields isolated descriptions of interdisciplinary

courses that atlempt to bridge"the gap between the "two cultures," but no

evidence indicates that the course or program rationales expreped are

generally accepted. The reported reasons for'creating these ifiterdiscip-

linary courses range from altruistic concerns about student abilities to

*Interdisciplinary will be used as the }core general term designating

both interdisciplinyy and integrated sciences'as defined above.

4
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cope with the future (Dehnart & others, 1977; Steelman, 1975; Vinson,

1975) or "saving the world from going to hell on roller skates"

(McAlexander: 1976) to the more self-serving gdals of attracting new

students to the college (Epstein, 1975; Rein; 1975) and increasing

enrollments in the sciences (Babsj, 1976; Epstein, 1975; Lab1anca,

1975; MacMillan, 1975; Zander,.1975). In Some cases, particular col-

lege or faculty members' .comitment to interdisciplinary education

(Butzek A Carr, 1976; Collins, 1977) or the improvement of the'liberal

arts (MacMillao, 1975) stimulated the development of an interdiscip-

linary course (Carhart & Collins, 1973; Palmer, 1975). Overcoming the

fragmêntation of material and students' diljointed views of sciences

provided the4impetus to create an
integrated,science cgrse at. Howard

Community College (Chapdelain, Friedman & Poch, 1977). Another-ration7

ale for interdisciplinary
innovations May be the success of a.previous

siMilar offering (EiRstein, 1975; MacAleZander, 1976).

Most of these'rationales reftect the traditional concern of educa-

tion to'meet,society's needs for an educated populace. Yet, general

education in the community college is beset with difficUlties stemming

from the increase in the role of occupational education (from student

11,1" --enrollment of 13% in 1965to nearly 50% in 1976) 6AACJC, 1976) and

changes in the composition of the students to' include More part-time

students, students over twenty-five, women returning after an extended

absence, senior
citizens, students from minority groups, and academic-

ally "unprepared" students (Knoell, 1973). These changes have influenced

the curriculum design of general education programs. Part-time students,

for example, have difficulty in becoming totally immersed in a compre-

hensive general education program, since conflicting pressures may cause

erratic college atteodahce.
Students attending the community college to

take very definite courses may have no,intention of completing any one

particular program and/or no interest a general educatjon program.

This situation underscores the potential importance of the interdiscip-

linary course to offer students exposure to a general education. Some

5
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recognition of these and other problems related to gtudent diversity in'

the community college is evident in the literature (Babski, 1976;

Hackeit, 1973).

'General educa'tiod in science
includes an appreciation of the im-

portance of studying science and the ability to'reason and to communi-

cate on scientific
issues (Gratz, 1966), as well as, the study of the

interrelation between science and other social activities (Eiss, 1966;

Hurdy, 1970). The interdisciplinary
approach to general education "is

defended with the argument that when faced with probfems affecting,

their lives, people do not think as
sociologists, scientists, or psy-

chologists; they grapple With the i ues in holistic fashion" (Cohen;

1978, p. 25).

The science sdrvey course, the
problem-centered approach, as well as

other interdisciplinary
approaches all signify attempts at effective

science general education instruction. The science survey cOurse illus-

trates the adoption of the widely-accepted
distribution requiremaat

approach to general
educatton: such as Parsegian's (1969) "Introdiktion

to Natural Sciences." This type of offering does, however, risk charlges

of superficiality by those who favor the narrow, specialiied approach

to science (Dale, 1973). The interdisciplinary science literature does'

not adequately explore the role of this type of offering in the commun-

ity college general education curriculum.

Interdisciplinary sciences may*serve as part-of a basic studies cur-

riculum, providing studtnts who have achieved fittfe,academic success with

general educatiOn
foundation, as well.as assisting them with career plans.

terdisciiiiinary science courses may serve

may 6e the.beginning of further educational

Johnson, 1970', Leyden, 1966). The needs of

as terminal coursli, or they

undertakings (Farrell, 1973;

academically underprepared stu-'

dents have been addressed at New York City Community Col:lege through the

application'of basic skills modules
of instruction to a target freshmen

science course (Tuosto & Beitler, 1975) or through the utilization of

.science-related materials for reading /nstruction (Beitler, 1976). The

6
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combination of the interdisciplinary approach with basic studies curricula

day stimulate erihusiasm toward science and tacilitate,reading, writing,

and matheniatic skill development. ,One'criticism of providing high-risk

'students with special
general'education is that students take.additional

courses that do not count toward theff-degree, while not necessarily

achieving success in grades ov completing_more credit hours (Farrell, 1973).

Yet, this idea has not been discussed intmuch detail in the reViewed lit-

erature.

Nor does the literature discuss the merits ofNising integrated sci-

ences as an approach to teaching science concepts to occupational students: .

Students in technical programs may benefit from the flexibility that an

understanding of- the theoretical or
conceptual approach to science cag

bring to them (Eiss, 1966). ,Meek (1972) describes a workshop where an

integrated course was assigned to provide allied health studedts with

basic science instruction. Zubiari (1973) reports the succesSful use of

interdisciplinary science to provide academically deficient nursing stu-

dents necessary science knowledge to complete essOciate nursing'require-
,

ments. §tudents preparing'to be elementary school teachers also ,Dave,a

special need for interdisciplinary sciences- (Fuller, 1967)A

Pressures from outside the cellege may influence the development of

an interdisciplinary.sc4alace course. If the local four-year college Offers

interdisciplinary science, the two-year college may be obligated'to offet

a similar course to facilitate student articulation. This tYpe of course

may provide an ideal means to meet the general, science requirements of the

four-year college or it may handiqtp the transTerr'ing student, if the fora--

40 year college considers the "mix" of disciplines 'inadequate. With the in- .

crease in occupational programs, community
colleges-also need ,to be cogni-

,

zant of the requirements of vocational licensure boards:and state

departments of education, as well as responsive to the.suggestions of

Vocational advisory boards in course planning.

7
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., Once thie rationaTe for,an in!erdisciplinary
Course offering is .*cer-:

-f'

liinbd,,specific Coor'se objectives are Oeterminee These objective" are
.

.

,

ofteri as general as.the course rationale: to improve students' scientific

. literacy:(McAlexander, 1976; Schroeer i Spencer,I97t) or.to tntroduce, -,

.

students to scieme a's a new subject through a more familiar subject. The

adoption of a iwocess apprOacM (Eger, 1972) or teaching the scientific

probled-solving techniques with application to huOhnities or micial sci-

.

ence problems represent approachesito scientific,literacy. A course Aevel-

,

oped bylerner and Gosselin (1975)-compares
physics and history, theAtby

acquaidting students with the processes of both scientiO and historiCal

inquiry. Value formation and affective objectives may also be included

(General Education Committee, 1977). These goals demonstrate the concern of

course developers to ground the study of science in real world issues un-

derscorifig the applied nature of intefdisciplinar*offerings
(Parsegian,

" 1969). Available reports do not-indicate whether general agreement on

4 course objectives exists from college br college%

The methods for choosing those disciplines to
include in a course and

.course objettives seem to be haphazard,
reflecttgiv:Ocular interests of

,

the course deielopers. Choice of objectives may b toted by the stu-

dents fot whom the course is intended, whether these students are non-

science majors (Decker, 1974), allied health students (Hackett, 1973), or

, some combination of liberal arts and occupational students (Chapdelaine

et al.. 1977). Despite some identification of the targeted student popul-,

ations, the literature does not discuss ,differences that might be found in,

courses designed for various student clienteles. A more systematic ap-

.

proach to course conception Was taken through a poll of Bergen County

Cummunity College (New Jersey) faculty and students to
determine the course

topic. Extensive library eesearch then identified course subtopics and

pot#ntial instructors (Epstein, 1975). MacMillan (1975) described the use

of the Delphi technique to determine program
objectives for the

8
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interdisciplipary program at Mendoctno College (California).

The general nature and haphazard selection of course objectives may

undermine the interdisciplinary approach itself. 111-dof1hed goals and

obJectives niay contributertird+scipline-oriented sr1ence
faculty's lack of .

support of interdisciplinary
undertakings (Maxwell, 1968). "Chapdelaine

et al. (1977).found that, as they defined objectives for these inte-

grated sciend courses more clearlY, they achieved a higher rate of stu-

dent retention.

Course ConteAt ,

Fuller (1967) examined-the course .content of multidisciplinary courses

by analyzing the inclusion of chemistry, biology, physics, geology and

mathematics in these offerings. PhysiCal science surveyslncluding chem-

istry, physics, geology and astronomy occurred more frequently in the

two-year colleges (64%) than in the four-year colleges (42%); two-year

colleges also more frequently include a geology component in the physical

science survey. -Only a small number of
multidisciplinary courses in two-

year colleges com ined the physical sciences and biology (17%). 411er

attributed this t the dearth of good textbooks treating those disciplines

together. Sixt ight percent of the multidisciplinary courses,requiored

laboratory work and most multidisciplinary courses did not qualify as pre-

(

Siece many of the articles cited throughout this monograph consist of

descriptions of particular courses and programs, they provide information

on the specific disciplines and topics covered (e.g., Carbart & Collins,

1973; Chapdelaine et al., 1977; Dehnart et al., 1977; General.Education Wm-
4YJ.

mittee, 1977; Hoachlander, 1977;
McAlexander, 1976; Rein, 1975; Schroeer

Spenrer, 1976. Goldsmith's (1967) analy'sis of the cllemistry topics

taught,in plecal science courses in two- and four-year colleges provided

illOre comprehersive look at course content.

requisites for more advanced courses
inFuller's study.

I9
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Teaching 'Ciut Interdistiplinary*Ok (

Temn'teaching predeminates'in interdiscripOft6 courset. The number
.

of comunity 'colleges reportin9 genetta-Osi of te0M,tetOino ai.en in-'

structiontOmethOd increased from 22 percent-in 19706 45 percent ip

1974 (Cross, 1975): txcept for uttOdy of students in a general phyiital

science course At-1f Reno Junior College (Oklahoma) (Garner: 1974), no

.
studies'were found in:which team-tauglA courses were compared witti single

instruCtor interdistipTinary stience courses. earner iliportedsignifi-

a ,
,

cant differences in achleveMent between students expoled to More,than-One
;

inst-ruttor-and those in sections wjthonly one instructor.

Course developers, who choose faculty for their course or program,

potethat all instructdrs should demonstrate interest in' the interdiscip-
.,

lInary'approach,and should be able to teach, creatively (Arnfield, 1968).

The presence of the whole faculty team during each class period is also

crucial (Lerner & Gosselin, 1975; Zander, 1975). The team structure may

involve all faculty as equal members or one faculty member may serve as

'the team coordinator, bringing in guest speakers and taking responsibility

for leading student discussions (Collins, 1977; Stellmm 1975). Courses

offered on,television, which often have larger budgets, may feature eminent

scholars or individuals uniquely qualified to'teach a particular area

(Enstein, 1975; Rein, 1975). f

Certain problems may result from the adoption of team teaching. Be-,

cause of the discipline orientation of faculty, differences may arise over

choice of program or course goals. The presence of more than one instruc-

tor in the classroommay prevent students from identifying with a teacher,

and students may be confused, rather than enlightened, by different opin-

ions (Palmer, 1975). Team teaching presents administrative difficulties

in the all-importent numbers game. A team-taught course may require

double the enrollment to justify the presence of two or more instructors

(Fuller, 1967). Although issues surrounding'team teaching"are brought out

10
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in the literature, only enough
information is presented to allow minimal

analysis of.its strengths and weaknees as a teaching mode for inter-

disciplinary studies.

With or without team teaching, coUrse preparatipns for'interdiscip-

linary courses are very time consuming' since instructori often deal with

unfamiliar topics and new approaches to a familiar subject. Twenty-six

of 67 colleges-with no interrelated humanities course offerings surv)yed

in Florida, Georgia, and North Carolina indicated they did not have faculty,

trained for.such courses (Edwards, 1971; see also Lockwood, 1967). The

situation appears no different iti the sciences. Some colleges have in-

cluded release timeyepreparation, such as Saddleback's (California)

Interdisciplinary Program (Cantor, 1970, lInd theamount of time mammt

be sufficient to allow faculty released from only one sectiOn to teach an

,interdisciplinary course that requires knowledge of new disciplines. Not

only do individual instructors find themselves overburdened with time con-

straints (Butzek & Carr, 1976)., but with a team approach, the problem is

compounded by college administrators' reluctance to provide release time

for a whole team of instructors (Zander...1975).

Besides the amount of time required in course development, faculty

may feel a sense of incompetence or discomfort in embarking on unknown

terrain. When introducing scientific values, for example, a faculty mem-

ber may face an initial propensity toward "the one-sided view of the science/

value interface" (Galloway, 1977). A science seminar program developed at

a small community college in North Carolina provides an approach to stimu-

late broader science faculty interests. Through the presentation of papers

by science faculty, other faculty members, and invited guests, interaction

occurs between Various areas of specialization (Lea & Derrick, 1976).

'AwardingiCredit mL

Assignment Cf credit poses a problem for interdisciplinary courses.

In some instances.the course is crOss-listed under two separate



departmental headings, such as listing a science 'fiction coorse as both

physics (since the inttructor was from the physics depactmeit) and

' ijtcJI1sh (1a6cier, 1975), or- listing-the
"HistOry of Science and Technology"

as 74istory..(01" and "Biology 30" (Palmer, 1975). In these instances

-tfudentS may choose Whether they receive
credit,tovard science or humani--,

7 ties requirements. In other case, students may meet twite as many hours'

in order to receive both humanities and science credit. Credit may aillso

depend on whether a student'opts to include a laboratory component. In

the "Science and Society" course at Centtal Piedmont Community College

(North Carolina), students who do not take the laboratory receive hUivini-

ties credit and students who include the laboratory receive science credit

(McAlexander., t976). At two California c011eges, Mendocino (Mlacpillan.

1975) and Los Mendanos (Carhart & Collins;:1973) students enroll in an

entire program for whi-h they receive Xedit towards the English, social

science, and natural ience requirements.

One problem related to awarding credit is the transferability of

interdisciplinary offerings. Some course and program developers report /

efforts to insure transferability
(Morrison, 1977). Many,students who en' ,

roll in interdisciplinary programs
expect to transfer. In Saddleback Co/-

lege's Interdisciplinary
Studies Program, for example, 60 percent of.th! (,

enrolled students designate transfer intentions (Cantor, 1978). Involve-

ment in a consortium with a four-year college can prevent duplication and

also legitimize a course for transfer (Epstein, 1975). How serious are

these credit and transfer
problems to the health of an interdisciplinarY

course or program? Which solutions to the problems work best? Despite

their importance, these
questions are not adequately addressed in the

literature.

Program or Course Evaluatip

Program or course evaluations can further elucidate the objectives of

12



interdisciplinary, offerings. Some evaluations, which measure faculty or
. .

student satisfact4on with the course, yield such general responsef as the

Course was "academically challenging:" "very rewarding," or "worthy of

being offered,again" (00 Anza, 1974). Otcasionally these student'satis-

faction evaluationt also assess more.specific aspects of the course offer-

ing, such as instructors, field trips, astignments, antl guest.speakers

(Johnson, 1970).
1

Assessment of characterisfics of students enrolled- in

tne course and thie extent to which students-enroll in further sc4ence'

offerings indicate.whether courses attract students to.the sciences
1

(Zander, 1975)'.

Course cOntent may-be examined in evaluations that measure changes in

student thinking (San Jose City College, 1974) or in competency-bised

assessments (Miami-Oade, 1970). Measuring student achievement can deter-

mine the effectiveness of particularNinstructional modes, such as Brantley's

(1974) comparison of the lecture discussion and the audio-tutorial approach ir

in a physical survey course or Decker's (1974) examination of norm-referenced

.......
and criterion-referenced teaching in physical sciences. This smattering of

evaluation attempts offers-some indication of the success of course objec-

tives, but it also underscores the.need for more comprehensive course and

./ program evaluation to assess the validity and reliability of these findings.

Other CharacteristiCS of interdisciplinary_Offerings

Lecture !old discussion componentt are almost always included in inter-

disciplinary science offerings. Course requirements may also involve field

experiences, such as Oakton Community College's use of metropolitan Chicago

in its interdisciplinary offering (Butzek & Carr, 1976). Many courses are

-built around instructional media, most notably television. These include

Bronowski's "Ascent of Man" series (Hoachlander, 1977; Rein, 1975), "Mak

and Environment," a package of twelve television modules (McCabe, 1971).

or "Science and Society, A Humanistid View," a joint effort between Bergen

13
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Communitt College in New Jersey and CBS Television (Epstein, 1975). 4

"Ascent of Man," for example, reOresents the developMent of an interdis-

ciplinary offering by two institutions, Miami-Dade CoMmunity College and

the University of California at San Diego. By preparing an instructional

package that can be purchased for
$15.95, the "Ascent of Man" offers a way

around the faculty time and expense usually involyed in interdisciplinary

course development. Hoachlander (1977) reported the uses and outc9mes of

the series'and found an innovati'Ve and successful attempt at combining the

television and course content. Sixty community colleges kad taken advert-
. .

tage of this course package by 1975 (Rein, 1975).

Program offerings vary in their structure. Los Mendanos College's

General Education Program includes a one-unit generic course and then
.

. ,

,
4, students select traditional discipline courses, which include a heavy,

orientation toward the implttations of the discipline to the individdel

and to\ociety (Carhart & Collins, 1973). Phillips (1971) maintains that

a unified, coherent program is needed to avoid the narrowness of special-

ized dilcipline offerings. Yet, the development of a program, asking stu-

dents to attend an entire.block of courses, such as the'Tarrent County

4
(Texas) program (Johnson, 1970), as previously mentioned, may not address

the needs of the growing number of part-time students (Knoell. 1973).

To

When independent program is undertaken, at California's Rio Hondo Ex-

plore ry College or De firiza's,Mtni College, the danger of isolatioti from

exposure to different views on campus'may arise. By separating themselves

from the mainstream, such programs can reduce acceptance by administrators

and faculty that-is crurial for the continuation of the program

(McAlexander, 1976; Palmer, 1975).

.The innovative interdisciplinary program may suffer from afflictions

similaeto those of tke experimental college. These include the waning

enthusias of students and faculty, insufficient time for coUrse or pro-

gram plan1 ing (Palmer, 1975), 6 large student population that
drops in and

4
drops out and, thus, precludes-program

coherence, and drying up of such

c
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resourses as abinlstration support or special progeam development funds

(61416 & Brewer, 975). The incorporation of an interdisciplinary cburse

or lirogram into the regular curriplum or as a degree requirement can be

interpreted as a sign'of its success. At the community college, where

fundinQ is tied to enrollment, -high enr111ment in a particular course may

be the mark of success.

Sunmary of Interdisciplinary Science Literature

Most interdisciplinary course developers conceive,of their programs

as innovations within the general education curriculum, sharing general

education goals, objectives, and problems. CoUrse goaleNeek to prepare

students for the future, increase scientific literacy, or help students

understand science as a unified, coherent identity. Most interdisciplin-

ary courses ground these concerns in the problems and isslies science ad-

dresses within society. .Due to their interdisciplinary nature, these

courses encounter difficulties, especially with faculty who have very

specialized discipline training and no direct training in course integre-

, tion or with administrators who have
difficulty justifying the cosf of

experimentation: Students, whopsually expres enthusiasm for innovative

courses, may find conflicting demands dictating their concentration on

specific requirements that lead to career goals, rather than on cotirses

'with no tangible occuptitional reward. Since botli the course structure ,)

and the teaching approach of these courses are not typical, it comes as no

surprise to find a wide variety of instructional practices, mostly in-

volving use of television and field trips.

/ The literature review provides sketchy evidence for these conclusions.

While a few general evaluations of
interdisciplinary studies have been un-

dertaken (Cantor, 1977; Cohen, 1975; Miller, 1967; Palmer, 1975), mainly

focusing on the humanities, interdisciplinary sciences have not received

,comprehensive treatment. The unique student body and position in post-

secondary education of the community college dots not receive careful
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consideration in this literature.
Inteedisciplinarity in science has been

viewed from a micro-perspective,
which will doomit to a pro incial and

4
uninformed existence.

NVIRONMENTAL SCIENCtS

Rachel Carson's 'Silent Spring. The Environmental Education Act of

1170. What do these NO milestones have in common? The'first represents

a landmark in the public's awareness of the environment. Carson's:book

(1962), dealing witli pollution and
pesticides,Araphically points out

human dependence on the environment. The second event, a piece of con-
.

gressional legislation stemming from a new sensitivity to environmental

issues, marks the beginning of a natioAal commitment to educating the

public in a systematic way about environmental problems. This portion of

the monograph examines the literature on the community college's response

to the'new awareness of and commitment to environmental education.

Reflecting its diverse goals, the community. college's response to

this\national.priority manifests itself in.several different ways. Inter-

disciplinary courses developed around an enAronmental theme"and directed

at eon-science majors take their place fn a number of general education

Curricula. Environmental technology programs respond to manpower needs

in pollution control. Environmental institutes, usually cooperative ef-

forts between community colleges and Pvernment agencies, provide service

to assist community efforts to solve environmental problems.

The number of environmental technology programs has grown. Prior to

1965 few community colleges
offerdd specifiC programs in environmental

technician training. In the succeeding five years,
approximately 150 two-

year colleges had undertaken some type of program (derived from list of

occupational curricula in environmental education in Pratt, 1071). Carsey

and Schwarz (1971) found about 70 offered associate degree programs and

estimated that another 50 to 100 community colleges. were in the planning

16
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stages of similar pnograms. ?bre current statistics on environmental

offerings in two-year colleges were not found.
,

,

,
-Much of the literature on environmental soienc the two-year col-

lege concentrates on the environmental teChnolpgy progrAm. This situation'

reflects the manpower needs to which the community.college can respond, as

well as a more general increase in the'proportioh of occupationally-rtlated

programs at the two-year college (AAC)C, 19761. The f4gures in our course

survey, which will be discussed in detail in Part Ill,, reflect this obser-

vation, since 30 percent of the environme tal courses were of the general

education type compared to 70 percent of the env onmental technology type.

Environmental Studies as Part of General Education Progrlms

, Much of the discusjon of the environmental studies component of gen-

eral education programs would be a repetition of Part 1 of this monograph,

since the Interdisciplinary nature of environmental offerings raises issues

and problems similar to other interdisciplinary courses. Several possible

approaches can he taken to envirorimental education as general education. 23,

Consideration of the environment can be integrated into all disciplines

(Pratt, 1971). Environmental education can become the foundation of. an

entire curriculum, as occurred at the University of Wisconsin, Grein Bay.

Finally,othe approach that appears to be implemented most often is the

development of an interdisciplinary course dealing with man and the envi-

tonmentthat satisfies general education requirements (Brooks, 1973; Reed

& Cloud, 1973).

.

%

The most widely'disseminated example of the latter approach is the

"Man and Environment" course, which originally was Miami-Dade's contribu-

(
tion to instructional television as the culminatio of efforts of 22 com-

munity colleges in developing a general education nvironment course. The

two-semester course, which consisti of 30rhalf-hour documentaries on social

themes with corresponding printed material, seeks to assess studest

17
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reCognition of men's interdependence with the environment and responsi-

bility for it (Garnet A Thompson,-1972;
McCabe, 1970, 1971; Miami-Dade

Junior College, 1970). The modular format pf thecourse allows flexible

sequencing and
interchanging of modules to accommodate a

of course

.
designs. The course also has. been used to convey basic coepts to environ-

i

mental technology majors.

fnvironmental studios
originate from various departments. Physical

science departmentsliave
often been initiators, and biology departments f

are also active. The biology department at Wilbur Wright Community College

in Illinois, for
example, offers a course entitled "The River," which takes

the Des Plaines River and its drainage area in Chicago as,a source for

studying
man'S relationship to the urban environment (Berry, 1975). Social

science departments and occasionally an English department
offer environ-

mental courses (McCabe, WI). Environmental offerings by science depart-

ments illetrate
faculty attempts to find a solution to the "indifference

.
and hostility of

teaching science to non-science majors" (Morrison, 1977).

The 'rationale for these course offerings supplements
the emphasis on en-

vironmental awareness.

The literature in this area does not provide
information on enroll-

ment trends, or lihether environmental
education has become a significant-

part of the general
education curriculum, or on the factors that are im-

portant to course development. But the literature does reveal attempts to

insert a relatively new area of study into a tradition-bound portion of

the curgculum. The American Biology Teacher devoted its February 1975

issue iT interdisciplinary
environmental education,

although none of the

articles was specifically directed
toward the two-year college. Some'

evidence of a collaborative attempt to include environmental studies in

the general education curriculum, e.g the "Man and Environment" course,

is apparent. Also some evidence of careful course
planning, such as

.Morrison's surveys to determine transferability and
adequalw of his course

18
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in meeting certain educational goals,. ii reported. finally, environmental

topics, such as pollution and the world food crises (MacMillan, 1975), art

descriyd as part of more general interdisciplinary courses.

c.
Environmental Technology Programs

The literature yields more informatjon about career-related environ-

m;ntal programs than general education environmental offer.ings. Direc-

tories of occupational programs enumerate environmental technology program

offerings (California Community Colleges, 1976-1977; ;Technician Education

Yearbook, 1975-1976). Much of the discussion centers around manpower need

assessments, but discussions of particular issues are also found.

Many environmental technology programs were organized during the

decade of the 1960s. They were either specialized, dealing with air pol-

lution or water treatment, or more general, dealing With.theOentire field. =,

Some evidence suggests that.the more specialized programs are currently

better than the general programs, which have a tendency to be too broad

(Carsey, 1977). Some programs are engineering oriented, and may be found

in civil engineering divisions; others,are science oriented, and may be

offered In biology or chemistry departments.

Environmental Technology's Response to Manpower Demands. Since most

of the program development in environmental technology is a response to

manpower needs (Aley, 1973; Barnett, 1975; Carsey, 1974; Schultz, 1973;

Turner, 1970), it is no surprise that z;dvice on program development in-

cludes assessment of employment opportunities as the initial step

(Boudreau & Purcell, 1964; Brooking, 1977; Newton, 1970-71). This approach
#

to prograM development indicates the extent to which environmental tech-

4 nology meets the community college mi&sion of responsibility to the com-

munity. Suchidob opportunity assessments spawn mining programs in

Kentucky (Barnett, 1975) or wastewater programs in Michigan (Fisher, 1976)

and indicate the community college's sensitivity to regional conCerns.
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One WO recommended as important to a manpower assessment, as well

as to 6Urrtculum deciSions.and determination of necessary facilities, is .

the formation of an advisory committee'cemposed of local people

(Boudreau & POrcell, 1964; Newton, 1970-71). Formation.of an advisory

board can help allleviate the problem of "little coordibation with

industry" in program development and the ensuing lack.of realistic WO-

power data (Carsey, 1977).

Energy Programs as an Example of Environmental Technology. With
4

energy concerns in the news almost every day, it is not surprisifig to

find energy-related technology programs discussed in a significant por-

tion of the community college literature on environmental education.

-Over 200 community colleges hadoome type of energy-related course,

program, or project underway in 1976-77 with perhaps 100 additional

campuses iplanning some type of offering in 1977-78 (Carsey, 1977).

Public institutions involve themselves in energy education significantly

more than private two-year colleges (Doggette, 1976). 'The programs are

concentrated in four areas: technician programS, courses, seminars and

workshops, and incorporation of energy cOnservation into existing pro-

grams. Cayemberg et al. (1977) report that their national survey
r

of community colleges, state departments of public instruction, several

federal agencies, indfistries, and individuals in the energy field indi-

cates that of these four program areas, only the technician ptograms

did not appear feasible since no apparent job opportunities exist at the

technician level. Others dispute.this assessment of technician needs

(Carsey & Schwarz, 1971), and indeed, the technician needs may vary by

geographital regions, Noting a lack of employee recognition of the need .

to save energy, industry representatives in Cayemberg's seudy (1977)

suggested that students in engineering and technical fields need :a

general energy course. A recent workshop of community college leaders

and staff members from the Federal Energy Research and Development

Administration (Myran, 1977) underscored the community college's role

in energy education on the local level.

One feature of energy education is 14 cooperative effort between
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community colleges and energy or environmental agencies. In Michigan,

for example, ten community colleges joined the Enviromptal Research ,.

Institute of Michigan (ERIM) to provide a technical delivery'system to

small businesses, homeowners, and local government (Brown, 1976-1977;

.
.

Myron, 1977). Each College acts as an "extension institute" or "retailer"

to provide local training. Not only dpes tiie local community benefit

from the community college offirings, but the ERIM scientists and en-

gineers provide short-term workshops for community college faculty
.

members on current technical assistance techniques. Cooperative efforts

,offer technical expertise and can
more.effecttvely survey the need for

occupational education programs to train technicians.

Instructional Practices. Little researCh or.review has been under-

taken to assess program content,
teaching techniques, or program out-

comes since Pratt's 1971 book on environmental education in the coMmunity

college. A series of publications by the ERIC Center for Science, Math-

ematics, and Environmental
,EducatIon provide case studies of programs in

environmental science but conCentrate on the four-year college (See.

McCabe, 1971; Schoenfeld & Oisinger, 1978). Other information can he

gleaned from discussions of specific programs or program proposals.

Pratt (1971) discusses the importance of a Core curriCulum in en-

vironmental technology, which can be supplemented by more jo4-specific

clusters 0 courses. This career ladder conEept takes into account

student diversity in career goals, and also provides the college with

curricular flexibility. The specialized clusters may be directed to-

%wards.a particular career option, such as wastewater tec nology, or

specialty options may be offered in mathematics, biology, r chemistry

(Greiginger, 1969). The core courses provide stud.ents with an under-

standing of fundamental principles, social framework, and underlying

4

issues of environmental sciences.

Specialized programs discussed in the literature, which lead to an

Associate in Applied Science, often inaude a component of basic courses

in science, mathematics, and liberal arts, usually ranging from 20 to

25 percent of the curriculum (Newton, 1970-71; Turner, 1970). A general

,
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survey in environmental technology and courses in the specialty area

comprise the rest of the program.

A number of programa supplement classroom learning by on-the-job

experience or field exercises (Carsey, ly74; Schultz, 1973). Substitu-

tion of transfer courses, wfiich satisfy baccalaureate requirements-, may

be allowed in certain programs.(Greiginger, 1969; Turner, 1117). Be-

sides the use of ledture, laboratory, and field experiences (Carsoy,

1974; Schultz, 1973), Zinn (1974) reports the use of instructional

computing in environmental studies. In addition, one course developer-

discusses a gestalt apProach to air pollution wbere students adopt

assigned positions that special interest groups have towards air pollu-

tion and Present that position in an open hearing (Nelson, 1914)..

Instructor Preparation. Although some team teaching is undertaken

in environmental science (Carsey, 1974), most instructors are specialists

in their field. Two t4licher training programa are reported to prepare

instructors for community college environmental studies teaching. Under

the auspices of the National Science Foundation, the Program of Teacher

Education for Environtental Technology (POTEET, 1968) works with commun-

ity colleges to determine the particular kinds Of experiences that wOuld

best prepare the trainee for teaching. The training, conducted,at the

University of Michigan Public Health gepartment, is combined with actual

teaching experience. A similar program training environmental health

instructors representS. a cooperative effort between the State University

of New York at Buffalo and the-City University of New York (Ratner, 1967).

Besides'university study and practice teaching, trainees in these pro

grams participate in course development and student recruitmentswith

community college personnel.

Program Evaluation, Evaluations of environmental technology pro-

grams give further evidence of major program concerns. Follow-up to

the manpower needs assessment undertaken upon course or program develop-

ment leads to evaluations of graduates' ability to find jobs and the

level of responsibility and pAy received. Whether graduates successfully

pass certification examinations serves as another indicator of student
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achievement and program success (Carsey, 1974). For prograwm directed

toward transfer curriculums, the transferability of scourses to four-year

programs and the success of community college transfer students may be

assessed (Greiginger, 19691. Doran (1977) describes the "embryonic"

state of the measurement of erivironmental education outcomes. Most

evaluation attempts are undertaCen by college personnel, but.at Raymond

Walters College in Cincfnnati,tonsultants annually review the environ-

mental technology program (Schultz,-1973).

prkvlshnling. In his discussion of.program development Newton

(1970-7)) emphasizes the considerable financial investment of envirion-

. mental programs. Funding of programa comes from a number'of sburces.

'Charles County Community College (Maryland), for example, dtveloped its
;

programs mnder federal sponsorship, including the National Science Foun-

dation (Carsey. 1974), Fratt.(1971) enumerates other sources', including

the Unfted States Office of Education, Department of Labor, private

foundations, private consultant groups, university and community col-

lege consortia, and, in one instance, public television.

Summary Qf Environmental Prbgrams

In 1977 Carsey cited "too much.diversity and overproliferation

resulting primarily from a lack of definition of what an environmental

technologist should do, where he should work, and how he should be.

trained"(p. 12) as a problem in developiog environmental programs. This

condition is reflected in the two-year college environmental education

literature, which dwells on discussions of manpower needs, and, since

Pratt's 1971 stutly, only presented scattered discussions of instructibnal

practices, faculty characteristics and training programs, approaches to

program evaluation, and funding sources. Currently two-year college

.curriculum planners must depend on four-year college literature for

guidelines in program and coUrse development.
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PART'Il

CURRICULUM.AND INSTRUCTION STUDIES

The lack of broadly-based studies of the magnitude of two-yeaI
college effort in the sciences, course goals, materials., and equipment,

and instT1nalAmtterns led the Center for the Study of Community

Collegeft under a grant from the National
Science Foundation, to under-

take a study of science curriculum in the two-year college. Inter-

. ,

\
disciplinary and

en)4ronmental sciences, however, constitute only a

small portion of the science curriculum. Thus, while our study's.find-

ings are suggestive of important trends in these areas, further in-depth

research may be more conclusive. Our research includes two parts: the

Curriculum Study, which provides analysis of courses offerea in the

..

I977-7e academic year, including a classification scheme and data on

24
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frequency of course offering, course prerequisites, andhinstructional

modes, and the Instructor Survey concerning instruct,ional practices.

THE CURRICULUM STUDY

Methodology

The first step in studying the curriculum in two-year colleges was

to ;isemble'a representative sample Of colleges. (For a full methodoll-

ogy of this study, see Hill and Mooney, 179.) The technique used

in this stu6 produced a balanced sample of 175 two-year colleges. As

a starting point, we used an earlier study conducted for the National

Endowment for the Humanities,by the Center for tile Study 'of Community

Colleges. This study had already assembled A sample (balanced by col-

lege control, region, and size) of 178 colleges. Using th15 sample as

the initial group, the presidents of these colleges were also invited to

participate in the National Science.Foundation-funded stutiy. Acceptances

were received from 144 of the 178 colleges.

At th'is point a matrix was.drawn with cell \epresenting nine col-

lege size categories for each of six regions of e country. Using the

1977 Community, Junior and Technical College DireCtory (AACJC, 1977):

the ideal breakdown for a 175-college sample was calculated.

The remaining 31 colleges were selected by arraying al) colleges
.

in the under-represented cells and randomly selecting the possible parti-

cipants. TNe following table (Table 1) shows how close our sample is to

the percekage of the nation's two-yezfr college population!' The list of

participating colleges is found in Appendix A.

College catalogs and class scHedules for the 1977-78 academic year

were obtained from each of the 175 schools, The curriculuM phase of the

project utilized a unique system for analyzing, classifying and reporting

the course offerifngs. The Course Classification System for the Sciences

-(CCSS)
*

in Two-Year Colleges was developed specifically for this project

*
,

See Hill and Mp9ney (1979) for thevcomplete CCSS system.

\
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Table 1

Percentage Breakdown of 175-College Sample Compared to

National Percentages by Sizel, Region and Control

Size by Enrollment

1- 50(17

499 999

1.000- 1,500-

1.499 2,499

2.500-
4,999

5,000-
7.499

7,500- 10.000-

9,999 14.999

15.000
plus

National
Percentage 15 18 13 17 17 8 5 5 4

Sample 13 16 13 17 19 9 5 6 4

Region
-

Mountain
' Middle

Northeast States South Mid-West Plains West

_

National

A

Percentage 7 13 32 21 10 17

Sample 6 12 31 22 13 16

-
Type of Control

Public Priva6

National
Percentage 84

16

. Sample 84.
16
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to deal with science
courses'in terms of both ttie unique features of the

two-year colleges and the tradttional science disciplines.

ClosItficPtio 0 linterslisci0iPerY 4111,CIVionanliaiviemoi

The general structure ofthis s,ister,,and the procedure ?or classi,

fying a course are
briefly described here as a preface to the detailed

description of the categories within interdisciplinary natural sciences.

,

Based upon the catalog course
destription, each s ience course listed

)kf
in the catalog was

Maced into one of six major c iculum areas:

Agriculture

- Business

- Engineering Sciences and Technologies

- Mathematics and Computer Sciences

- Physical Sciences

- Social and Behavioral Sciences

These areas were chosen because they closely reflect the instructional

administrative organization
of two-year colleges as well as the organi-

tation of national and international science
agencies, such as the

National Science Foundation.

The second level of classification was executed primarily by the

4.. 0

major subject
field,gisciplines within the broad area. The integrated

and environmental science courses were listed with the physical sciences;

history, philosophy, and sociology of science and other interdisciplinary

science courses were listed with the social and behavioral sciences as

follows:

- Chemistry-Introductory

- Chemistry-Advanced
/'

- Geography

ology

Earth and Space Sciences

- Physics

'INTERDISCIPLINARY NATURAL SCIENCES

, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGIES

27
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Anthrbpology and Archaeology

PsYchology
4

- Sociology

- Economics

- Interdisciplinary Social Sciences

HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, AND SOCIOLNY OF SCIENCE

The scattering of the interdisciplinary offerings.within the classi-

fication scheme reflects the nature of this type of cOurse in bri'dging

the disciplines. This characteristic may indicate the suitability of

the interdisciplinary offering to the community college'curriculum which

crosses traditional
disciplinary boundaries in programs for parttcular

occupations.

The proliferation of course titles in interdisciplinary sciences

made it necessary to form categories that would encompass closely-related

courses. The following breakdown explains which interdisciplinary and

environmental science courses are included in this study. It should be

noted that courses were included in a particular category based upon the

catalog description.

INTEGRATED SCIENCES
41

Ciourses within this
category combine two or more specialized areas

df sciencdf'and serve as an introduction or survey of the sciences

for general education students and/or students entering career pro-

grams. Specialized areas include chemistry, physics, geology,

astronomy, and other physicel sciences, as well as certain biological

topics. Courses covering scientific measurement, science teaching

methods, and forensic sciene also fall within this category.

Integrated sciences for non-science majors

Physical science surveys
Science for allied heajth occupations

Science for-engineering and industry-related technologies

Measurement and metrics
Science teaching methods
Forensic.science

.Preparatory and special courses for science majors

Other general science courses

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

These are environmental science courses both for general education

students and syents in environmental or related technologies.

28
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A** Both general survey courses and courses examining specific environ-

mental issues (e.g., air, water, and noise pollution) and the iden-

tification and prevention of environmental problems form this category.

Courses in'the technological curricula dealing with personnel and

facility management are not included.

Environmental science for non-science and

non-technology majors
Environmental technology
Air pollution
Water pollution
Noise pollution
Solid waste disposal
Nuclear radiation control
Agricultural pollution
Other environmental studies

HISTDRY,_ SOCIM6Y, AND PHJOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

These courses adopt an interdisciplinary focus on science applying

historical, philosophical and raiological approaches to science

and/or technology. Also within this category are courses on the

origins of man, the future, stience and religion, and science.and -

literature. The courses tend to satisfy general education require-

ments. y

History of science and technology
Philosophy of science
Scienee, technology and society
History, philosophy, and sociology of science

Science and the hupanities
Science and literature

For a complete description of the above subcategories, see Appendix B.

z
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RESULTS OF THE CURRICULUM STUDY

Course $urvey

After all the science cotirses were classified, class schedules for

the 1977-78 academic year were inspected, and the number of sections

offered (day, evening and weekend kntsitt courses) for each term was

determined. Prerequisite requirements
and instructional mode (e.g.,

. lecture, lecture-lab) were also determined from the catalogs. The

following table presents the interdisciplinaq
natural science and en-

"vironmental sciences
curricula offered in two-year colleges for the 1977-78

academic year:

TypO of Course

Table 2

Course Distribution of Interdisciplinary Natural

Sciences in the Two-Year
Colleges: 1977-78 Academic Year

Percent of
College
Listing This
Type Course

in cAt$1199

(n-175)

Percent of Percent of

Colleges Total Int.

Listing This Nat. Sci.

Type Course Courses

in class Lisledon

schedule Schedule

7W475) (n.539)

Percent of Total

Int. Nat. Sci.
§ectipos Listed on

Schiaule

Lecture Laboratory
(n-1326)

Integrated SOences 81 76 49 60

Environmental Science 55 51 41 33

History, Philosophy,
and Sociology of

Science
31

10 7
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The interdisciplinary
natural science course is a wtdespreid pheno-

menon: 93 percent of our sample list one or more courses Of this type

in their catalog and 89 percent actually scheduled this type o? course in

the 1977-78 academic year. The integrated science course is the most

prevalent, which pro4ab1y is attributable to the
popullrity of the physi:

cal science survey as Part of general education offerings. In our study

this course accounts for nearly one-quarter (23.7%) of the whole area of

interdisciplinary natural sciences and 41 percent of this group when

environmental science is,excluded. ,The data do not reflect wide use of

integrated science courses to present science concepts in occupational

programs. The history, philosophy, and sociology of science, which also'

include interdisciplinary courses
combining the sciences and the human-

ities, accounts for less than one-third of the interdisciplinary natural

science offerings.

Over half the colleges sampled offer environmental science, which

the literature indicated to be a growing area. Twenty-nine.percent of

the colleges listed environmental technology courses in their catalogs;

25 percent listed them in their schedules. As previously stated, this

type of course, which usually forms part of an environmental technology

program, represents 70 percent of the environmental courses compared to

30 percent of the environmental offerings that were directed towards

nonmajors.- A review of course catalogs of colleges offering environmental

courses showed that 21 percent of the sample offered either an associate

degret or, certificate in environmental technology. Nearly one-third (30%)

of these progranm were designed to train water or wastewater technicians.

Two colleges listed
environmental technology courses 4s requirements of

an associate degree in civil engineering.

Pratt (1971) indicates that he found several colleges listing environ-

mental technology programs in their catalog but not actually offering

them. He cites this as a potential weakness of environmental education

in the tWo-year'C011egt. Nearly one-quarfer of our,sample (22%) listed

environmental
technolO)y in their catalogs but did not 'schedule the

courses in the 1977-78 academic year.
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'Th high number of colleges offering interdisciplinary natural sci-

ences may &slead the casual reader to think that this type of course is

prevalent. Interdisciplinary natural sciences, however, represent only

four percent of science courses offered.

Prerequisites are noted more frequently than the literature would

have us believe (see Table 3). Twenty-five percent of the integrated

.physical sciences directed towards science majors either require pre-

requisites in mathematics or were themselves the second course in a.

sequence in which the students had to enroll in a designated order. More

than half of the integrated science courses for allied heflth alajors

requited mathematics or constituted part of a sequence. The integrated

sciences for other occupational programs often expected students to have

some basic knowledge of the occupation before undertaking the science

course. Environmental science, with the exception of water pollution

courses, appears. less demanding of prerequisites. Forty-seven percent

of the water courses required other courses within environmental tech-

nology br some mathematics background (see Table 4). Among the history,

philosophy and seciology of science courses, one-quarter to one-third of

the courses had a prerequisite (see Table 5). Because of the low number

of courses in each of these date4ories, these prerequisitepercentages

may appear inflated. 1

Lecture-laboratory courses are the predominant mode among the)nte-

grated scientes. Individualized instruction is restricted to integrated

sciencellbr nonmajors and rourSes in metrics, which frequently include a

laboratory component.
Instruction is mainly delivered by lecture in

environmental saence,and interdisciplinary science, although more

specialized environmental technology
courses (e.g., water pollution and

solid waste) are offered with a laboratory component. A notable lack pf

the inclusion of field work appears in the environmental science area,

despite discussions in the literature of the importance of field exper-

iences (Carsey, 1974;,Schultz, 1973): The use of television was listed

blithe catalogs of eight percent of the nonscience environmental areas.

Since schedules may list television courses differently and catalogs
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Type of Course

Table 3

Integrated Sciences in the TMO-Year Colleges. 1977-78 Academic Year

Percent of
Colleges
Listing This
Type Course
in Cotglgg

(n,175)

Percent of
Colleges
Listing This
Type Course
in

Percent of Percent of Total Percent Percent of COurses of This Type by

Total Intel). Intag. Sciences of This Instructional MOdt

Sciences

fillatiSon

Lifted
on le .

Typo COUrse
RAVIN' a
Prerequisite Lec Lec- Lec- Indiv Lab

Schedule Laic Lab Lob Field lnstr

(n.262) (0.794)

Non-Science Majors 16 9 7 9 ' 19 29 47 18 6

Integrated Physical
Sciences 55 47 49 54 25 42 '56 2

Allied Health

0(cunations 15 17 6 3 55 1 s e0 s

Engineering Si Indus-

trially Related
Technologies 8 4 ,41 31 25 75

Measureeent 8 Metrics 28 14 16 12 77 20 3

Science Teaching Methpds 14 9 4 35 50 44 6

Forensic Science 10 s 1 47 64 36

Prep. 8 Special Courses
for Science Majors 3 IS 445 23 31i

Other 8 ,6 4 3 10 90 10

ktg.. 1. 141 colleges (81(of sample) list ono or more integrated sciences courses in the college catalog.

Z. 133 colleges (76% of %envie) list one or wore integrated sciences courses in schedules of classes.
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Table 4

Environmental Sciences in the,Two-Year Colleges. 1977-78 Academic Year .

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of Total Percent of Percent of 'Courses of This Type by

Colleges ,' Colleges Total Environ. Environ. Sciences This Type Instructional Plod*

Type of Course Listing This Listing This. Science le.Wm Listed Course

Type Course Type Course cgmrlet on &CRedule Having a

in Cpx..)29 in class , Listed on. Prerequisite Lac Lec- Lec- T.V. Other

Schedule Loc Lab Lab Field
.

Non-Science Major%

Environmental Technology

Air Pollution

Water Pollution

Noise Pollution

Solid Waste

Radiation

Agriculture 15 Soil

Other _

1En-175) --:3;4)

39 33

17 13

10 II

2? 17

2 2

5 4

2 1

2 2

1 1

(i)-223) (n-435)

30 52 3 66 11 , 4 8 9

19 18 12 53 39 2 6

9 5 le 53 .15 12

i 35 20 47 41 --44 5

1
I

1 0 67, 33

3 2 0 17 83.
.

1 1 0 100

. 1 1 0 67 33

(0.4) (0.2) 0 100

tipt. 1. 96 Colleges (55% of sample) list one or more environmental sciences courses in the college catalog.

2. 89 colleges (SI% of sample) list one or more environmental sciences courses in thebschodules of cl
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Table S

diiiory, PhilosoPhy. I Sociology of Scilooc* in the TWo6Year Colleges. 4,7-743 Atodemic Tear

Percont of Portent of Percent of Parciot of Tote) Percent Percont of Courses of This Type by

Colleges Colleges Total Hist., Hist., Phil., A of This instruCtionel Node

Type of Course tilting This Listing Vhis Phil., I Soc. Soc. itCtiOffis . Type Course

Type Cot** Type Course listod on Having a

in Kili199 in . Disiellen Schedule Prerequilite

Schedule Lac Lab lecture Lot-Lab Other

(m175) (n.54) (n97)

History of Science
and Technology 4 3 15

Philosophy of Science
and Technology 5 13 9

,5cience Technology
and Society , 9 5 22

General Histoty, Philosophy,
and/or Soc. Of Science , 9 - 5 22

Science I Humanities
(other tntordis. courses)

Science 8 Literature 1 2

12

6

19

27

rO

ro

33

33

7

o -

100

100

84 16

58 -33 8

87

100

13

Mate. I. 54 colleges (31% of sample) list one ot more history, philosophy,
and sociology of science courses in the collepe oetalog.

2. 32 colleges (10S of sample) list one or more history, philosophy, sq4 sociology of
science courses in the schedules of cl
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may not indicate that a cOurse ii televised, accnrate information on the

nunter of television coueses is unavailable.

When compared to the regional distribution of our sample overall,'

the interdisciplinarY natural sciences are offered more in the West,

Midwest and Middle States., More colleges in the, West offered courses in

environmental science and'history,'philosophy, and sotiology of Science

than chi those in other geographical areas. Although this trend also

eXists among western colleges for courses designed for occupational

students, it is not maintained for fntegrated science courses for non-

majors. The fact that 52 percent of the Celleges in the Wes,t fall into

the large size category partially-vcounts for this finding. Yet, this

finding lends support to the hypothesis that the West offers more fertile

soil for nontraditional offerings, since the intebrated science category

for nonmajors which showed a disproportionately lower number of offer-

ings in the West, 'consists mainly of the traditional physical science

survey. The colleges in the South show an opposite ten ty in their

course offerings with proportionately more-colleges in geographical

area offering.integrated sciences for nonmajors and fewer offering coueses

in other categories.' Environmental sciences appear particularly infre-

quently in southern tiolleges (see Table 6).

.
Public colleges tend to offer proportionately more interdisciplinary

natural sciences than private colleges. This distinction exists particu-

larly for environmentahsciences (see table 7).

Size of a college relatbs to the probability that it will offer

interdisciplinary natural sciences; large colleges offer a disparate

share of these courses. Cantributing US this tendency is the high propoi

tion of this type of course listed in the catalogs of small colleges that

were not actually scheduled in1977-78.: For example, small colleges only

scheduled 44 percent of the integrated sciences,and 38 percent of the

history, philosophy, and.sociology of'science and other interdisciplinary

sciences that they listed ir theirxcatalogs.

Our data shed furtherlight on several courses discussed in the

literature.. The "Ascent of Man" course wts listed in four percent of

36
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Table 6 -

-Percentage of Interdisciplinar9 Natural Science Collegws Scheduled in Academic Year,1977-1978 by Region and Size

tw.)

;

Total

Sample

175

147

108

84
.

96

66

50

54

Northeast
-

ft
11

73%

'

' 36%

45t

36%

36%

9%

36%

Middle
States

21

81%

71%

57%

57%

43%

33%

33%

Region

.South

54

78%

67%

i0%

31%

19%

17%

20%

Midwest

38

74%

61%

58%

71%

50%

37% ,

34%

Mountain
Plains

23

78%

.61%

39%

48% ',.

30%

26%

22%

West

20

86%

57%

711

79%

64%

46%

36%

Small
1499

72

74%

64%

33%

32%

26% °

11%

18%

Size

Medium"
1600-7499

78

76%

63%

55%

5Q%

38%

36% .

-,

32%

Large
75004

25

96%

72%

92%

"96%

68%

56%

52%'

Regional Distribution
of thr Sample N

Integrated Sciences

- for non-science
majors A trans-
fer students

- for occupational
students

Envirohyental Sciences ,

..rfor non-science

majors

- for envirOnmental
technology students

History, PhilosoPhy, &
Sociology fol Science

4.2



4 Table 7

.Percentage of Public and.Private Colleges Listing

Interdisciplinary Natural Science Courses in Their Catalogs

Total Sample Public Private

Integrated Scienees 141 83% 681k

Environmental Science 96 63% 18%

Interdisciplinary Sciences 54 32% 25%

Interdisciplinary And
,)

Environmental Sciences 163 95% 82%
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the catalogs surveyed, but only one percent of the colleges actually

offered it. "Man and Environment" courses were offered by approximately,

20 percent of the colleges in our sample, although only a few colleges

listed a television course. The number of basiC studies courSes within

this clas'Sification was very small; only five courses were so designated.

None of these course types was widely offered in the 1977-1978 academic

year.

THE INSTRUCTOR SURVEY

Methodology_

The same random sample of 175'colleges was used in the study assess-

ing instructional practices in the sciences. Each college president who

agreed to participate in the study was also asked to name a contact person

at the school, who was given the title "on:-campus facilitator." All com-

munication and correspondence between the Center for the Study of Commun-

ity Colleges and the sample.schools was conducted 6rough the 175 on-

campus facilities.

Once the college catalogs were obtained from.each school, Center

staff read each course description in the catalog and put courses in the

appropriate category according to the Course Classification System for 1.

the Sciences.

The next step,in the process involved counting the science course

offerings in the Fall 1977 day and evening schedule of classes. Each

college's schedule was,reviewed one section at a time. Using the course

list developed from the college catalog, research assistants could deter-

mine which courses were properly categorized as science courses for

inclusioh in the study. Each Science course section was then underlined.

A list was developed for each college showing the courses that were

offered and the number of sections of that course listed in the schedule

of classes.

The selection of individual class sections was done by drawing every

thirteenth section in each of the six majOr science-areas. After ran-

domly selecting the first college, the system was automatically self-

randomizing.
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Using this procedure, every thirteenth section was pulltid off the

schedule of classes and recorded on a checklist for the facilitator at

each school. This checklist included the name of the instructor listed

as teachil the section, the course title, section
1

number, and the days

and time t e class met. A copy of this checklist was kept at.the Center

to tally t surveys as they were received.

A survey form for each instructor was mailed to the campus facili-

tator, together with instructions for completing the questionna.i.re and

a return envelope addressed to the same facilitator. The, return envelope

-had the instructor's name listed as the return address and Was clearly

marked "Confidential.' This enabled the on-campus facilitator to keep

an exact record of who had responded without opening the envelope.

This technique g.Uarantees confidentiality to the respondent while also

enabling the facilitator to follow up on the retrieval of surveys from non-

respondents.

Questionnaires were mailed to1,689 instructors. Because the surveys -

were mailed out, between February 20 and April 10, 1978 (after the comple-

tion of the Fall term being surveyed), 114 surveys were not deliverable

due to faculty dismissal, retirement, death, etc. An additional 77 sec-

tions had been cancelled. Of the 1,492 deliverable surveys, 1,275 were

returned, a response rate of 85.5 percent. Questionnaires were retrieved

frbm 100 percent of the faculty samples at nearly 69 percent of the col-

leges. Table 8,shows the relationship between completed surveys in the

different disciplines and the total number of class sections offered in

these disciplines in 64,1977-78 academtc year.

Instructor Sulym Results for Interdisciplinary Sciences

Tweflty-nine responses were received from interdisciplinary natural

science instructors. The sample largely represents the general education

focus to the interdisciplinary natural sciences, since only a few of the

randomly chosen sections were part of an applied science or technical pro-

gram. Due to the small sample size, the following results musi be viewed

cautiously, indicative of instruction trends rather than representative.
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doe' Table 8

Percentage of Class Section Survey Returned from

Each Discipline Compared to the Percentage of

Courses Offered in 'that Discipline

Discipline
Returns on the
Class Section
Survey--% of

Total

77-78 Academic Year--
% of Total

Lecture Sections

(n.1275) - (n.49,275)

Agriculture 3.0 3.0

Biology i2.5 10.5

fngineering 11.3 11.0

Math/Comp. Sci. 30.8 32,5

Chemiitry 6.4 5.1

Earth/Space 3.6 3.6

Physics 3.5 3.2

Interdisciplinary Natural
Science 2.3 2.7

Anthro & Interdis. Soc. Sci. 2.4- 3.0

Psychology 11.2 11.6

Sociology 7.4 8.1

Economics 54 5.6
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Whgjeactles Interdiscipliner4 $ciegce? More integrated sciente

sections were taught by experienced faculty; only one section had an in-
/ .

structor with less than three years' experience. Since the intrdiscip-

linary approach s not the usual form of teaching: more xperienced

teachers motive d to make changes in their teaching approach and secure

enough in their teaching position to attempt innovation appear to have

become involved in nontraditional offerings. This explanation also ac-

counts for the predominance of full-time faculty. ginety-tivo percent of

the sections were tausht by full-time faculty; a higher then average per-

centage of department or division chairpersons (13.8 percnt of the inte-

grated science instructors compared to 7.2 percent of the total sample)

f teach this type of course.

WhictUnstitutions offer Interdisic1plin4ry5c1Inc3 Curses? All of

the interdisciplinary offerings in oursample were at public colleges"

(96.6%). The data from the instructor survey corroborate the finding in

the course survey that more interdisciplinary science courses are offered

in large (37.9%) or medium-sized colleges (58.6%) than small ones (3%).

In addition, more integrated science courses were offered by colleges

charging more than $200 or more tuition. The data support the contention.

that integrated sciences emerge in the curriculum of the larger inititu-

tions, which can support innovative, nontraditional courses more readily

than the smaller, prOvate two-year colleges.

Enrollment. The average class in interdisciplinary sciences initi-

ally enrolls 26 students; an average of 20.7 students complete the course.

Although the initial class size is smaller than the science average of

31.8, the completion rate is similar.

The discrepancy between males and females enrolled in interdisciplin-

ary natural sciences was small, unlike other fields under stialy where a

discrepancy existed, e.g., more males than females irl engineering, econo-

mics, and agriculture, more females than males in biology (attributable

to the greater number of women in allied health programs) and psychology.

Some skewIne of the sample may be attributable to the few sections surveyed

in technical areas, such as environmental technology.
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The faculty report that interdisciplinary courses are designed pri-

marily for transfer students in a non-science major (75.9%). Also nearly

40 percent of the faculty surveyed.indicate that their course was."de-

signed as a general education course for nontransfer and nonoccupational

students." Both of these responses are closer to the responses of earth\

and'space sctence and social science feculty (e.g., economics, psychology,

and anthropology). Few of these faculty perAive their courses as de-

signed.for transfer science majors or occupatidnal stUdents.. Again the

few responses.from environmental technology account for this response

.distribution weighted towards general education concerns.

Course Oblsctives. The data indicate that the faculty who teach

interdisciplinary science courses see the relationship of science to

society as the focus of their courses; as reported in the literature by

Parsegian (1969). Nearly three-fourths (72.4%) desire that their stu-

dents "understand/appreciate interrelationship of science and technology

with society," and want their students to achieve the ability to "relate

knowledge acquired in-class to real world systems and problems." The

faculty respondents from integrated sciences composed the highest per-

centage of faculty in the surverto express a desire to have their stu-

dents develop an appreciation/understanding of the scientific method

(10.3% of integrate() science faculty compared to 2.2% of other faculties).

Compared to responses of faculty from the other science disciplines, the

achievement of understanding problem-solving techniques (20.7%) and

discipline-specific principles, concepts, and terminology were of nominal

concern to these faculty members. Over one-half of the interdisciplinary

faculty (55.2%) was concerned with students.developing "the ability to

think critically" and over one-third (34.5%) expressed interest in stu-

dents gaining qualities of mind useful in further education. These ques-

tions were framed as forced choices (see Questionnaire, Appendix iel4, so

instructors were limited in their responses to the course goals listed on

the questionnaire. The responses described here reflect tlie trends in

the literature (Chapdelaine etftal., 1977; Parsegian, 1969).
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Prerequisites. Only ten percent of the integrated sciences facultY

surveyed require prerequisites for their courses. This response again

aligns this faculty with the earth and space science and the social sci-

ence faculties. The course survey yielded a higher percentage of required

prerequisites (19%), but this figure still placed this science area among

the least demanding of prerequisites.

Instructional Tqchniques. Facwlty response to a question regarding

use of instructional techniques indlmtes that, compared to other science

faculty, interdisciplinary faculty use a greater variety. Interdiscip-

linary science faculty make use of guest lecturers, class discussion,

film or taped media, field trips, and lecture-demonstration experiments

by students. Yet, they do not actually devote more time to any of these

instructional techniques than other science faculty. The use of lecture-

demonstration experiments is similar to the use of that technique by

chemistv and physics.faculty. and the use of laboratory also is compar-

able to their use in tlie natural science areas. Since the faculty con-
,

cerns for student achievement are similar to social science faculty con-

cerns and the courses are not designed for science majors, the use of

experiments may serve a different pqrpose than they do th the natural

sciences. Experiments, rather thah demonstrating scientific techniques

that students are expected to learn,- may be-used to illustrate certain

scientific ideas and concepts.

The use of media by over three-fourths of the interdisciplinary

science faculty compares with the heavy use of media in the interdiscip-

linary humanities, as noted by Cantor (1'978). Another question en the

survey assessing the frequency of use of instructional media indicated

that virtually all media types, including films, audio tape-slide-film

combinations, slides, filmstrioe, videotapes, television, scientific

instruments, and lecture Or demonstration expgriments, were used More

frequently in this area than in mbst others. More than 2$ percent of the

instructors frequently'used the latter two modes, scientific instruments

and lecture or demonstration.
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Instructional Materials. Faculty use an assortment of instructional

materials, including laboratory.materials and workbooks, collections of

readings, reference books, journal and/or magazine articles, and news-

papers. The use of newspapers is comparable to their use in the social

sciences and agriculture, and reemphasizes the fac'ulty concern for relat-

ing science to society. Interestingly, nearly three-quarters of the

interdisciplinary science faculty (70.6%) report developing their own

laboratory materials and workbooks as compared to 38 percent of the aver-

age science faculty. This individual development of material may provide

evidence for a difference in interdisciPlinary science factilty's objec-

tives for laboratory experience, so that existing materials do not suf-

fice. Since 62.9 percent of physics faculty in one study also report

preparing their own laboratory materials, it would seem good laboratory

materials may nOt be available for the physical sciences.

Classroom and Out-of-classroom Activities. 'Students in 50 percent of

the interdisciplinary class sections wrote papers outside the class, while

papers written in class were least likely to be included in determining

students' grades. Nearly three-quarters of the faculty report that quick

. score/objective tests/exams count 25 percent or more towards the course

grade. More than half frequently use multiple response and nearly 40 per-

cent emphasize essay questions. In evaluaIing students faculty look for

6e following achievements: acquaintance with concepts of the discipline

(79.3%), understanding of the significance of certain works, events,

phenomepa, and experiments (65.5%), ability to synthesize course content

(51.7%), and relationship of concepts to student's own values (37.9%).

Almost half (44.8%) of the respondents reported maStery of a skill was

not an important requirement.

Out-of-classroom activities are more often recommended in interdiscip-

linary science courses than in classes in most other areas. These activi-

ties include on-campus educational films, other films, field trips,

television programs, visits to museums/exhibits/zoos/arboretums, volunteer

service, and outside lectures. Only a small percentage, however, actually

require such activities for course credit.
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Course Improvement. When interdisciplinary faculty were asked what

could have made their courses better, more than half (51,7%) reported

"instructor release tilos to develop course and/or material"; 48,3 percent

responded "availability of more media or tnstructional materials."

More thaehone-third (34.5%) indicated they would like more professional

development opportunities for instructors and better labdratory facilities.

Over half (51.7%) of this faculty group would prefer students better pre-

pared to handle course requirements, although half the faculty in the

entire survey were also concerned with their students' preparation:

faculty concerns with more release time to develop course matqfials and
0

more professional development opportunities support the literature, which

cites such problems as insufficient time to develop courses 41.40-tnappre- .

priate faculty training (Palmer, 1975).

SUMMARY

What is the.condition of the interdisciplinary sciences and environ-

mental sciences in the two-year college curriculum?

Course Survey and Classification. Interdisciplinary and envitionmental

sciences represent four percent of the total number of science qrses in

our sample of 175 colleges. Eighty-nine percent of the colleges tafirpled
,
list one or lipx interdisciplinary natural science courses in the4

schedules otclasses. These occur mainly in large, public two-year col-

leges', most often in the West. Integrated sciences consists primarily

of physical ,science survey courses, which are not designated for any par-

ticular occupational group and account for nearly one-quarter (23.7%) of

interdisciplinary natural sciences generally. History, philosophy and

sociology of science and other interdisciplinary sciences are listed in

catalogs of 31 percent of the colleges in the sample and were actually

scheduled ih only 18 percent of the colleges in the 1977-78 academic year.

Thirty percent of the environmental science courses listed are

designated for nonmajors; 70 percent are environmental technology courses.

The environmental science field has flourished; the 150 or so colleges

offering environment courses as of 1971 (Pratt, 1971) grew to 55 percent
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of the colleges in our study in the 1977-78 academic year listing courses.

One notable finding in the data on instructional Mode is the dearth of

courses with a field work component, despite the discussion in the envir-

onmental science literature of the importance of field experience (Carsey_,_

19.74; Schultz, 1973).

National curriculum efforts, such as the "Ascent of Man" cour'Se

'(Rein, 1975) or "Man and Environment".offerings, have had m, ed acceptance.

"Ascent of Man" was scheduled in only one percent of the colleges surveyed:

"Man and Environment" courses appeared in 20 percent of the colleges

studied, but not many of those offerings appear to be the televised pack-

age developed by Miami-Dade Community College (McCabe,-1971).

This,classification of courses was the least demanding of prerequi-

sites compared to the other sciences.

Instructor Survey. The instructor survey provides some indication

that interdisciplinary science general education courses are more often

taught by established, full7time faculty.- These instructors report

general education concerns similar to those,expressed in the literature

(e.g., Chapdelaine et al., 1977; McAlexander, 1976). They desire

students to develop the ability to think critically, understand the sci-

entific method, and relate science and technology to the real world.

This faculty demonstrates a wilfingness to use a variety of instruc-

tional techniques, which corresponds to the many experimental And inno-

vative courses within this classification'(Palmer, 1975). In line with

this innovative teaching, faculty identify a need for more release time

for course development. Especially heely use of media is reported by L,

faculty respondents, who indicate a desire.for the availability of more

media and instructional materials. The interdisciplinary science faculty's

use of laboratory time does align them with the natural science faCultY,

even though their course goals may be differedt. This difference in

course goals may be reflected in the finding thaf 71'percent'of the

interdisciplinary science faculty develop their own laboratory materials.

This faculty often recommends out-of-classroom activities,, such es films,

field trips to industrial plants, research laboratories, television pro-

grams, museums, and exhibits.
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PART III

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMOPTIONS

The end of Part I coniains conclusions derived from literature re-

views of interdiscipTinary sciences and environmental sciences, respec-

tiVely. Part II concludes with a summary of findings from our stUdies

of curriculum and instructional practices. Based on this information,

this section reiterates some of those conclusions and offers some recoil),

mendations for further research-and program improvecent.

Our data indicate the prevalence of interdisciplinary natural scj-

ences in the two-year college, despite the fact that-it accounts for only

four percent of the overall science courses examined in our curriculum.

The literature attests to the existence of a wide scattering of isolated
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undertakings in interdisoiplinary sciences. Environmental technology

programs represent a separate enti,ty from the general education inter-

disciplinary offerings and need independent consideration. IMost of the

following remarks will be directed towards the general education com-

ponent.

INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCES

With the exception of the traditionel physical science survey, inter-

disciplinary sciences enjoyjhe special consideration and suffer the

problems of experimental, nontraditional programs. The nontraditional

nature of interdisciplinary science, while limiting their numbers, seems

to Spawn,a greater Variety of instructional practices. ,Our Instructor

Survey suggests that more secure and'experienced,faculty involve themselves

in interdisciplinary science offerings, indicating their willingness to

risk an innovative undertaking. The predominance of established faculty

raises another issue often confronted by experimental programs. This

type of offering may be iestructór-centered to the extent that the in-'

structor becomes the chariSmatic leader, thil:force.holding the course

together. Should this leader lose interest In the innovative offering,

the result may be the demise of the entire endeavor.

Furthermore, interdisciplinary sciences are more likely found in

larger collegeswhich can support experimentation. Like the6- experi-'

mental counterparts, interdisciplinary sciences may be subject to

hostility from college'administrators and other faculty. Administrative

difficulties cannot be expected to improve in the future with continual

budgetary restraints in the forecast. More investigation of the political

dynamics in cOurse or program development would be of great value in

securing the existence of nontraditional courses.

Our data indicate that,such national curriculum efforts_as the

"Ascent of Man" or the "Man and Environment" series were not widely of-

fered in the 1977-1978 academic year. Such joint ventures, however, do

provide a means for the smaller, private,college to provide innovattive

offerings wftheut prohibitively high development costs. The use of
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integrated science modular units for oCcUpational Programs developed

.latlarge (Stack, 1975) or medium-sized (Hackett, 1973) colleges provides

flexibility for'adaptetion to smaller pllege curricula.
c

A Response to 5Iudentpversit1

It is,not clear fron'the literature or the study that course devel-,

opers address the student diversity'that is a central feature of the

community'college. Some of the block program offerings,may be suitable

for transfer students, but the part-time, working, and occUpattonal stu-s

dents propably do not find this type of arrangement ftasible. Our classi-
2%

fication scheme (CSCC) reflects..the diversity of vocational needs that

must beconsidered by faculty seeking a solution to providing a compre-

hensive sciitece perspective. One core course Mey not be appropriate for

students with differenteducational goals, such as those who seek to ,

satisfy a program requirement, have no definite occupational goal, or

lack adequate academic preparation. Perhaps a traditional course may not

be Ihe answer to the general science component of certain occupational

programs and an integrated science module, offered as part of a more

specific vocational course, may prove to be more sOccessful.

The.data indicate,that physical science surveys, which are:usually

part of the distribution requirements of general education programs,

account for 6 high percentage of interdisciplinary offerings. In the -

light of the drop in the number of students transferring to four-year

colleges (Knoell, 1976) and the growth of occupational programs (AACJC,

1976), the physical science survey's orientation in the future may be

directed toward providing a science foundation to vocational students.

Our data indicate only a small percentage of colleges offer integrated

sciences as the vehicle for presenting science concepts to students in

occupational programs. Longitudinal data are needed to determine if a

trend in this direction may be developing, The 'cOmp1exity of such cur-

ricular considerations compounded when the realities of a'funding

system that is based on enrollment are included.
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Part of le dilemma in tairoring the curriculum to student diver-

sity includes the faculty's orientation to the curriculum. The Instruc-

tor Surveyprovided some evidence that faculty concerns are, indeed,

centered around general educatton goals: ,"understand/appreciate tnter-

relationship of stience and technology, with societys" "-levelop the

ability to think critically,",and "gain qualities of mind useful in

further education." A distinction in goals may exist between iptegrated

sciences, seeking to provide students with basic scienciCepts, and

ijiterdisciplinary science, focusing on the relationship between two

disparate ways of thinking. The lack of adequate goal clarification in

interdisciplinary offerings (MaxWell, 1968) and the improvement of

courses through more r'igorous goal identification (Chapdelaine et al.,

1977) expressed
-
)n the literature sfgnals the need for further discussion

of tbe general education goals that can be met through an interdisciplin-

ary science offering,

Developmental Studies

Can the general education goals for an interdisciplinary science

course be incorporated into basic studies offerings? Our course survey

yielded few interdisciplinary, science courses identified.as part of a

basic Studies curriculum. Basic or.developmental studies frequentry are

restricted to reading, writing, mathematics, or study skill development.

As mentioned previously, the effectiveness of an interdisciplinary science

course as the forum for basic skill-instruction has not been adequately

explored. By involving acadeqically underprepared students with a

scientifically-related problem, such as pollution or energy, some of the

unproductive traditional leArning patterns of these students-may be

avoided, thereby facilitating-skill development. The low number of re-

quired prerequisites indicates that community coliege instructors are

not:nor; eipecting a high.1evl of student"preparation for interdisciplinary

science, which further 'indicates, the feasibility of-including interdis-
f

ciplinary science in basic studies curricula.
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Cgrricular:Occision-makiog

Antither interesting issue,confronts the dean of instruction who

makes décisions about the cur-ricular structure in a community college.

The dean may decide that brtnging departments-together to offer an

interdisciplinary course may improve science education for certain groups

of students. Or ap interdisciplinary coure maY be necessary to meet

changes in transfer requirements from a local four-year institution or --

new certification requirements from a particular vocational licensing

board. Yet, these changes may undermine a particular department by

%)
increasing enrollments in .he interdisciplinary course at the expense of

4.

enrollments in specific discipline courses. A move towards interdiscip-

linary courses may, however, serve the best interests of a science curric-

ulum responsive to student needs. Juggling departmental demands with

sciencte curriculum needs may prove a delicate task for the dean,

A Vehicle for Fa.culty_Development

Development of an interdisciplinary tourse can beTRe fOcus of a

faculty development program, alich not only deals with the mechanics of

course development.but also can stimulate dialogue among the science

faculty. Such an undertaking yesponds to faculty needs, as expressed in

the Instrucor Survey for more professional development and preparation

time forsourse development.

(Env ronmental tectinology programs are offered in approximately 55

percent of the community colleges. These program follow the general

trend toward more occupational education (AACJC, 1976) and, after 15 years

of growth,-environmental education has asserted itself as more than j t

a "hot" area of the curriCulum. The daily assault of newspaper head 1)6ines

about environmental problems indicates a'continuing need. The literature

on environmental technology indicates that manpower demands in this grow-

ing field nmy militate against rational program planning. Although

regional priorities may varx, educators must keep vigilance that thoughtful

curricular decisions are made.

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY
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Gaps still exist In our knowledge of environmental technology faculty.

Are they like other science faculty? Our data do not tell ms. Is Pratt's

(1971) suggestion of core curriculum still feasible and appropriate?

Some evidence indicates that: A core curriculum Is a viable' approach

(McCabe, 1977; Schoenfeld .& Disinger, 1978). Comparisons of environmental

programs that have and bave not incorporated Pratt's model would provide

sine guide to continued curriculum development In this direction. Have

the weaknesses in environmental progranm that Pratt (1971) enumerates

been overcome? Are programs stilt,"patchwork" in nature, devoid of wor,k

experience components and unresponsive to loca;'manpower needs? More

investigation 61 these questfons will steer envirOnmental technology to

rational curriculum planning. Ai

In sum, then, as a forum for a variety of instrnctional techniques

and approches 0 scientific literacy, the interdisciplinary sciencei are

an important, albeit small, part of the science curriculum. Faculty

undertaking such courtes can experiment in an atmosphere not overburdened

by tradition, even if some bureaucratic hurdles may need to be crossed.

This type of course'keeps the community college vital and responsive to

its uhique student population.
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Vermont Col. of

Norwith U.

Region 2 MIDDLE STATES

Delaware

Delaware Tech. and C.C./
Terry Campus

Goldey Beacom

APPENDIX A

,Maryjand

Dundalk
liagerstOwn

Harford
Howard
Villa Julie

New Jersty

Atlantic
Middlesex County

Pepasylvania

Allegheny County/Boyce Campus
Delaware County
Harcum
Keystone

le NortKampton County
Northeastern Christian

0

West Virginia,

West Virginia Northern
Potomac State

Region 3 SQUTH

Alabama

James Faulkner State
John C. Calhoun State
Lurleen B. Wallace State
Northwest Alabama State

sp.
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Arkansas

Central Baptist
Mississippi County
Westark



Florida

Brevard
Edison
Florida
Palm Beach
Seminole
Valencia

Georgia

Atlanta
Bainbridge
ClaytOn
Floyd
orgi Military

rgia

Sou h gia

Kentucky_

Southeast

Itawamba
Mary Holmes

71.

Mississippi Gulf Coast/
Jefferson Davis Campus

Pearl River
Southwest Mississippi
Wood

North Carolipa

Chowan College
Coastal Carolina
Edgecombe Tech.
Halifax City Te.c.h.

Lenoir
Richmond Tech.
Roanoke-Chowan Tech.
Wake Tech.

South Carolina

APPENDIX A,(continued) ,

Tennessee

Greenville-Tech.
Universitylif\,South Carolina/
Lancaster "

. 62
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Jackson State
Martin
Morristown
Shelby State

Texas

Angelina
Pmar University/Orange Branch
San Antonio
Vernon Regional
Weatherford

Virginia

Central Va.'
Northern Va./Alexandria
New River
SOuthern Seminary
Tidewater
Thomas Nelson
Wytheville

Region 4 MIDWEST

Central YMCA
Danv1lle
Highland
Kishwaukee
Lincoln Land
Oakton
Waubonsee
William Rainey Harper

Iowa

Clinton
Hawkeye Institute of Technology
Indian Hills
Iowa Lakes
Marshalltown
.Vutheastern



APPENDIX A (continued)
e

Micnician Region 5 MOUNTAIRAAIN

Bay de Noc Colorado

Delta

Kal'amazoo Valley Arapahoe

Kirtland .
Community College of Denver

Monroe County Auraria Campus

OaklAnd Morgan

Suomi Northeastern

Minnesota Kansas

Austin
North Hennepin
Northland
University nf Minnesota Tech.
Willmar

Barton Coupty
Central
Coffeyville
Hesston
St. John's'

Missouri Montana

St. Paul's Miles

Three Rivers
-North Dakota,

Nebraska
North Dakota St. Sch. of Science

Metropolitan Tech.
Platte Tech. OklAhoma

Ohio Connors State
Hillsdale Free Will Baptist

Edison State Northern Oklahoma

Loraine County South Oklahoma City

Northwest Tech. St. Gregory's

Shawnee State
Sinclair South_Dakota
University of Toledo

Comm. and Tech. Presentation

Wisconsin Utah

District One Teth. College of Eastern Utah

Lakeshore Tech. Utah Tech.

MiEwaukee Area Tech.
University Center System/Sheboygan 11.011.ing.

Western Wisconsin Tech.
Central Wyoming
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Region 6 EST

Alaska

Ketchikan.

Arizona-

Cochise
PAMA

Calitornia

American River
Bmtte
Citrus
College of San Mateo'.
College of the Desert
.CollOje of the Sequoias
Fresno City College
Hartnell
Lassen

- Los Angeles Pierce
Mendocino
Merced
Mt. San Jacinto
Saddleback
San Bernardino-Valley
San Diego Mesa
Santa Rosa

Nevada

Clark County

Oregon

Chemeketa
Mt. Hood
Umpqua

NaMlington

Green,River
Lower ColumbJa
Peninsula

south Seattle

1.1

APPENDIX A (continued)
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APPENDIX B

INTEGRATED SCIENCES .

Courses within this category cintioine two or more specialized areas of

science and serve as an introduction or survey of the sciences for general

education students and/or students entering career programs. Specialized

areas include diemistry, physics, geology, astronomy, and other physical

sciences. as well as certain biological topics. Courses covering scien-

tific measurement, science teaching methods, and forensic science also

fall within'this category.

. Integrated sciences for non-science majors
Physical science surveys_
Science for allied health occupations
Science for engineering and industry-related technologies
Measurement and metrics.
Science teaching methods
Forensic science

.
Preparatory and special courses for science majors.
Other general science courses

INTEGRATED SCIENCES FOR NON-SCIENCE MAJORS

Courses provide a broad perspective of scientific concepts for non-
science majors fulfilling general education science requirements.
Courses include a combination of topics from the biological and physical

sciencel and may emphasize the interrelationship among the scientific
disciplines. Courses preparing students for the GED examination and
developmental science courses are also included.

PHYSICALSCIENCE SURVEYS'

Courses for non-science majors treat some.combination of physics, chem-

ittry, geology, astronomy, and/or other earth and space sciences. Courses

may have a thtmatic orientation such as the impact of physical sciences

on man awl on everyday life or the physical sciences from a Biblical

point of view.

SCIENCE FOR Al_kjeD HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Basic physical science and/or biological science courses designed for

allied health occupational students comprise this category of courses.
Courses'include scientific topics and mathematical conceptS which relate
to the body, prevention and control of disease and infection, and gen-

eral hospital situations. Courses may be designed for the allied'health

occImations generally or for a specific health tOhnology program, such

as nursing or respiratory therapy.
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SCIPICE f9R ENGINEERING AND INDUSTF-RELATEQ TECHNOIOGIES

CourSes treat two or more ef the physical sciences and relate to:engin-
eering and industry-related technologies generally or select/4106e
physical science topics of particular interest to a given tectihology.
Examples include fireqscience, science of photography, and color theory,
presenting the physics, physiology, and chemistry of color for interior
design majors.

MEASU.PEMENT AND METRICS

Course present the metric system as it applies to the needs of techno-
logical programs or everyday life. Courses cover such concepts as area,
volume, temperature, and conversions from the English system, 'Measure-
ment courses such as. hasic review of measurement or measurement systems
which apply to the4reatment,of scientific data also fall within this
category.

SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS----------- -----
Courses designed for prospective teachers provide scientific (and mathe-
matical) conceptS, materials, techniques, and experiences tfiat can be
used to teach and stimulate interest in science for preschool and ele-
mentary school children. Laboratory and field experiences may be in-
cluded, Courses ma also cover science and/or mathematics teaching
methods.

FORENSIC SCIENCE

Courses examine the Physical and chemical teSts used in Ihe crime labora-
tory as part of administration of justice prqgrams. Courses cover the
use of die laboratory for mitroscopic and chemical analysis, and photo,
graphic techniques in identifying and comparing physical evidence..
DemonStrations and laboratory experiments may be included.

PREP4RATORY AND SPECIAL COURSES FOR SCIENCE MAJORS

Courses which present techniques and concepts from two or more-sctences,
or mathenmtics, designed to prepare students for advanced science courses.
Jhis category also includes special courses cutting across scientific
discfplines such as applied math and_statistics, concepts of the science
lab, data collection techniques, glasgblowing (for scientific glass),
scientific photography, and the use of scientific materials.

OTHER GENERAL SCIENCE COURSES,

Courses deal with general scientilic topics such as the scientific as-
pects of energy, consumer science, the introduction to basic scientific
products, and the future advances of science. Such courses are uSually
general interest courses and do not serve as requirements for any
specific career program or science nmjor.

4.
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KNYIWAKATALscANCIL

'These are environmental science courses both for general education

students and students in environmental or refated technologies. Both

general survey courses and courseS examining specific environmental

issues ,(e.g., air, water, "and noise pollution) and the identification

and prevention of environmental problems form this category. Courses in

the technological curricula dealing with personnel and facility management

are not 1nc1ud4

Environmental scilgce for non-science and non-technology
A

majors A4
Environmental technology
Air pollution
Water pollution
Noise pollution
Solid water disposal
Nuclear rladiation control
Agricultural pollution
Other environmental studies

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE FOR NOW-SCIENCE AND NON-TECHNOI.OGY MAJORS

These courses provide a general Overview of the environmental and natural
resources on a global, national or regional basis, primarily for now-
science majors. Man and environment cour'Ses examine how man interacts
with the environment through the study of human population, food and
energy resources, pollution and its control, the impact of social struc-
tures and technology, and,urban and suburban growth.

ENVIRONtiENTALIEpliaNY

These courses-are designed for students ir environmental science and
technology or related majors. These introductory or survey courses deal
with all types (air pollution, water analysis and treatment, etc.) of
environmental problems. General studies of environmentarinesources,
sources and control of pollution, occupational hazards and safety, .

instrumentation and measurement of environmental conditions and govern-
mental regulations are also included. ,

AIR POLLUTION

The courses examine the sources, classes, measurements and metereology
of air pollution. Topics include the effects of air pollution on health,
animal and plant life as well as the means of prevention and control.
Also included are courses dealing wi.th specific air pollution problems
and methods of control such as mineNentilation. Includes courses pri-
marily designed for environmental and,other technology programs.
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The courses deal with the environhlk?n1 aspects of water, including water
sources, distribution and use, and waste water disposal. As part of
water technology career programs, courses include water analysis and
treatment and waste water treatment, including studies of instrumentation
used for analysis and treatment. Field trips and laboratory time ye
often included.

NOISE POLLUTION

The study of the physics of noise, biological effects of noise, and
instrumentation for noise evaluation, especially within occupational
environments, designed for industrial or environmental technology or re-
lated programs.

SOLID WASTEt DiSPOSAL

The scientific aspects of solid wastes, including the study of classes
and sources of Solid waste together with methods of handling, storage,
and disposal provide the content for these technical career courses.

NUCLEAR RADIATtON CONTROL

lhese courses dealwith the methodology for evaluating radiation and
radiation contamination control and protection of personnel. Courses
are included withinrindustrial or environmental technology programs:

AGRICULTURAL POLUTION

The courses exaMine s-anitation problems related to soil and food, includ-
ing pesticides ond other chemical problems, milk and food processing, and
insect and perjnt control. These courses may be part of an environmental
or health.technology progPam or they may serve to stimul e general com-
munity awareness.'

OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

These courses deal wAh other environmental problems and the control or
prevention of such, problenm assigned for students within technology pro-
granm.

HISTORYL:SOCIOLOGY, AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

These courses adopt an interdtsciplinary focus on science applying

historical, philosophical and sociological! approaches to science and/or

technology. Also within this categorY-'are codrses on the origins of man,

the future, science and religion, and science.and literature. The courses

tend to satisfY genera) educatiOn requirements.

History of science,and technology
Philosophy of science
Science, te&mology and society
History, philosophy, and sociology of science
Science and the hunmnities
Science and literature

68
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HisTpty 91 _scluicuolo_IT0NOLocy

lhe courses 'within this category provide a historical perspective of
technology and the sciences generally or by discipline, e.g., biologY,
psychology. These courses seek to place present day scientific and
tk.hnological issues into perspective, usually for science majors or
students enrolled in technological programs, but also as a general educa-

tipn course.

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

These courses examine the concept and methods of scfence and the belief
system presupposed by scientists. They include. methods of analysis,
such as analysis of causal relations, the role of hypotheses, the use of,
statistics and other aspects of inductive logic. Ethics courses inves-
tigate the moral problems in medicine and biology and include topics of
current concern, e.g., abortion, food distribution, experimentation on
Innnan subjects. These courses are designed for science and philosophy
majors as well as general education students.

scJNc tECHNALOGY. AND SOCIETY

thee courses relate science to the everyday world and examine the.social,
Oolitfcal and humanistic ramifications of science. Most courses emphasize
Man'VjnflUence in a society with finite resources and howsociety deals

gr. with technological problems. Besides general elective courses, this Cate-

,- gory includes courses such as technological assessments of society for
.

ruleonses of urban planning as part of an urban planning curriculum.

HItTORY PHILOSOPHY, AND SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENeE

This category includes courses which combine history, philosophy and/cir

sociology of science to satisfy general education requirements. Thes'e

courses often approach science by examining the contributions of famous

scientists.

SCIENCE AND THE HUMANITIES

The interdisciplinary courses within this category deal with such sub-
jecB as the ascent of man, the future, man and nature, and science and
religion. These general educatio6 courses often adopt a thematic approach,
such as a consideration of the Bible and evolution, or time, space, and
deity.

SCIENCE AND LITERATURE

t These courses approach science through literature, most often through

science fiction. The themes and trends pf the literature are combined
with a discussion of the scientific background.. Science and literature
courses attempt to deal with the cultural implicatiOns Of science hnd

technology.
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Center for the Study of Community Colleges

INSTRUCTOR SURVEY

Your college is participating in afflationwide study conducted by the Center for the Study of Com:
munitv Colleges under a grant f tom the National Science Foundation. The study is concei lied with
the roU.' of the sciences and technologic's in two-year colleges curriculum, instructional practices
mid course act ivit

Th6survev asks questions about one of your classes ofleced last fall. Thc inrolnatio gathcicd vill
help inform gioups. making policy affecting the sciences:Ml inforination gathered is treated as

confidential and at no time \OH vont answer% be sint.fled (Mt. 0111- concern isyith aggregateillstitle
as discerned in a national sample

1",k1gnite I hAt the survey is time-consuming and we appreciate your eflorts in completing it.
Thank von very much_

4.

la. Your college's-class schedule indicated that in Fall, 1977 you were teaching:

( Cow s e ) (Section )

If this class was assigned to a different instructor, please return this survey to your campus facilitator
to gixe to the person who taught this class.

11 the class was not taught, please give us the mason why, and then.return the uncompleted
stir% eN form' in the accompanying envelope.

b. Class was Hoe taught because: (explain briefly)

^

Please anOer the questions in relation to the specified class.

2. Approximately how many students Were initially enrolled in this class? Males

Females .

3. Approximately how many students completed this
course and received grades? (Do not include
withdrawals or incompletes.)

1k

/ t)

Match

Females

14 1.

1 1,1

23 2!,



'4. Check goo of the items below that you believe prdperly describes ts course:

a. Parallel or equjvalent to a lower.division college level course
at transfer institutions

b. Designed for transfer students majyring in one of the natural
resources fields. (e.g., agriculture, forestry) or an allied health
field (e.g., nursing, dental hygiene, etc.)

c. Designed for transfer students majoring in one Of th physical
or biological sciences, engineering, mathematics, or the health
sciences (e.g., pre-medicine, pre-dentistry) ..

d. Designed I or transfer students majoring in a non-science area

e. Designed for occupational students in an allied health area

7,61:Designed for occupational students in a science technology or
pngineering technology area . .

g. Designed as a high school make up or remedial course

h. Designed as a general education course for non-transfer and non-
occupational students

i. Designed for further education or personal upgrading of adult
students

j. Other (please specify):

[IF

ri 9

".

Sa. lnstnictors may desire many qual les for their students. Please select the oue quality in the following list of Mit
that you most wanted your studen to achieve In the specified course.

1) Understand/appreciate interrelationships of science and
technology with society .

2). Be able to understand scientific research literature

3) Apply principles learned in course to solve qualitative and/or
quantitaave probl(ms

4) Develop proficiency in laboratory methods and techniques of
the discipline r I 4

n2

b. Of the fourtiqualitles listed below, whi0 one did you most want your students to achieve?

) Relate knowledge acquired in class to real world systems
and problems

2) Understand the principles, concept s, and terminology of the discipline

3) Develop appreciat ion/ynderstanding of scientific method

Gein "hands-on" or field experience in applied practice

c. And from this list, which one dld you most want your students to achieve in the specified class.

) Learn to use tools.of research in the sciences

n 4

2) Gain.qualitles of mind useful in ftirther education . EF
3) Understand self Li
4) Develop the ability to think critically n 4

.

6a. Were there prerequisite requirements for this course? Yes 1-1 ' No r] 2

b. IF YES: Which of the following were required? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)

I ) Prior course in the-same discipline taken in high school Li . college n 7

2) Prior course in any science taken in high school 2 . college n 8
3) Prior course in mathematics taken in high school n 3 . college [141

4) Declared science or technology major Ej 4

5) Achieved a specified st;ore on entrance examination . n 5
6) Other (please specify). Da

2 16

27

28

20

30

31



7. Over the entire term, what percentage of class time is devoted to each of the following:

a. Your own lectures

b. Guest lecturers .

c. Student verbal presentations

d. Class discussion

c;. Viewing and/or listening to I ihn or taped media .

I. Simulation/gaming ....
g. 01117.7es/examinat

h Field trips

Lector e/dernonstration expel iments

'Laboratory experiments bx students

k Laborator N. practical examinations and quiries

I Other (pleae .pectf v):

Please add percentages to make
sure they agree with total

qt 32/11

qb 3405

36/37

411 16/39

40/41

47/ 43

_qt 44/Cw

46/41

ttt)
4N/49

()0 52/53

54/5'.

TQTAL: 100 %

8. lim% frequently were each of the following instructional media used in this class?

Also i. het k ho\ ii ou or any member of Your faculty developed
any of the designated media for this coOrse.

dms

h Single concept hlin loops

ips

d SIids ,
e. intonationsAildiotape 'SI I ()

I. Over head pi niected Ii ansPar encies

And iotapes. cassettes. records .

h Videotapes

lelevision ( broad(ast/closed cir cuit )

-Maps, charts, illosti ations, Iisjlay

k 'Three dimensional inod()\

I Sc,rentiht insti oments

in Natoral preserved or living specimens

ii Vector e or demonstration experiments
involving chemical I eagents or physical apparatus

Othei (p1e(1.ce specif v):

3

Frequently
used

'

ri

Occasionally
used

n2
n2

Li 2

El 2

[ii 2

2

[1 2

EF
D
LI

D
2

Never
used

El 3

D 3

D 3

D
D 3

D
D 3

D_ 3

D

D

D 3

D 3

Developed
by serf or

other fiCulty
member

D 4 -

D
D 4 56

59

D 4 60

D 4 61

62D 4
D4 03

D 4 64

4

4 or

67

68
[ 1

D 4 69

Eli4
70



9. WIlich of the following materials were used in this class? CHECK EACH TYPE USED. THEN, FOR EACH TYPE
USTD, PLEASE ANSWER ITEMS A-D.

A.

How
many
pages in
tot al
were

Check student s
Materials required
Used to read?

I
I

Textbooks\
ri Laboratory

2 materials
and work-
books

n Collections -

3 of
roadings- .

Li Reference
4 books

Li Journal
5 and/or

magazine
articles .

13 15

19 21

2!) 2 1

31 33

17 39

Li Newspapers
.43 45

[71 Syllabi
7 and

handout
materials

n Problem
8 books

[.] Other
9 ( please

specif y)

49 !)1

55 57

61 63

B.

How satisfied were you
with these materials?

Well
satisfied

Would Definitely
like to inten(l .
change changing
them them

18

Li I [1.1 LP

22

ri2

28

1 1 ' r 1 "

14

40

' [12 E:13

43;

11

56

64

- '

[1 2

h2

El 3

El

LP CP

4

C.

Did you
prepare
these
materials?

Yes No

D.

How much say did you have in
the selection of these materials?

23

F.-11 1:1

El F1 2

53

FP [11 2

59

CI El

65

11 1 D 2

I :3

Selected
them but
had to Was
vprify menthe! of
with a a group Someone
chairperson that else

Thtal or admin. selected selected
say istrator them them

24

'

30

LP

36

LI

Ei 4

),
Ft' n3 n4

Fl 2 A

2 n3 n4

48

[171 '

84

C1

60,

66

111

[1 2

CD El 3

D 4

n 4

n 4



Le Please indicat the CMphasis given to each of the following student activities in this class.

a Papeis wilt ten outside of class

h Papei s wi it ten in & lass

(. Um( l UI C !Oh j('C ( I% C tests/exams

d Ussa\ tests/c\ anis
C I wit, I (ill)) 11,

01 al lecitatimp,

! khook k ompletion

h Regidai class at tendanuc

Pal ticipanon in class discussions

Indix idual discussions with instructoi

k Reseal t i epoi ts

Nun vrittcri pi ojects

in I lomewoyi,

n Liboi awry reports

o 1.aholatorv unknowns and/or practical
exallyN quantitative and (1ualitative)

sct,,

q 'Other (p/ro/, \pectiv):

Not included included but Counted 25°0
in determining counted less or more

student's than 25go toward
grade toward grade. grade

LJ ' 9 2
D ' EL:.:12

11 '
2

Di D 2

Ll '

I 3 ' 9 '
1 _I ' Li '

l_l ' rl 2

LI ' [V
LI ' Li '

I I ' Li '

Fil ' [1 2

D ' [7.1

Er n 2

C.1 "

[1 3

H "

Cil 3

I- P

LP
I P
,L1"

Fl 3

LI "

Li 3

D "

D 3

D 3

F-1

67

68

70

72

73

74

7!

70

77

78

79

61

12

3

El 33),

13

14

11. Examinations or qui:tics given to students may ask them to demonstrate various abilities'. Plçase indicate the
importance of each of Ahese abilities in the tests you gave in this course. (CHECK ONE BOX FOR EACH ITEM )

Very 'Somewhat 4 Not
important 'Important Important

a. Mastery of a skill . .

h Acquaintance with concepts of the discipline

c. Recall of specific information .

d. I. standing the significance of certain
works. events, phenomma, and experiments

c, AhilitS to synthesize course content

Relationship of concepts to student's own values

g Ot her (plea.ce ,cpecify): . .

D 1
9 2 Li 3

'
D 2 D 3

,
.D
D 1

D 2 Li 3
17

0 ' 9 2 9 3 18

D ' El 2 D 3 19

9 1

n 1

ri 2

n 2
D 3

D 1

20

21

12. What was the relative emphasis given to each type of question in written quizzes and examinations?
(PLEASE RESPOND BY CHECKING ONE OF THE THREE BOXES FOR EACH ITEM.)

used used
Frequently Seldom Never

choice and true/false ) . Ei 1
D 2a Multipleresponse (including multiple

h. Conwletion ; i. D ' D 2' D 3
I

Or. EMII 0 ' D 2 D 3
,

d. Solution Of mat hematicAl type problems
where the work must be shown

e. Construction of graphs, diagrams,
chemical type equations, etc

I. DeriVation of a mathematical relationship

g. :Othet (please specify):
% 9

5

El ' 9 2

Ei 1
D 2

D 1
9 2

D ' D 2

22

21

24

2`,

26

27

28



13. What grading practice did you employ in this class? ABCDF . .

ABCD/No credit

ABC/No credit

Pass/Fail .

F.ass/No credit

No grades issued

Other
(please specify)

14. For each of the following out-of-class activities, please indicate if attendance was required,
recommended or: neither-.

a On-campus educational type films .

b. Other films

c. Field trips to industrial plants, research
laboratoi ies

d. -lek.t is ,rams .

. its/zoos/arboretinns .

. service on an environmental project

g. 'Outside lectures

h. Field t rips to natural formation or
ec-ological area

i. Volunteer service On education/
_community project . .

j. Tutoring .... .

k. Other ( pl(a.se .sperif y):

15a. Was this class conducted as an interdisciplinary course?

Dl
2

D
CP
95

29

Attendance
required for
course credit

D
LI I

Li '
,

Ll '

EP
Fr

ET

n
9

Attendance
recommended but

not required

CP
n 2

, LTI 2

9 2
92
n 2
cil 2

, D 2

2

LF
2

Yes .

No

Neither
required nor

recommended

-D

El 3

El 9

Ll 3

LP
0 3

D 3

D 3

D

F.]

2

31

31'

33

34

36

37

30

39

40

41

h. IF YES: Which other disciplines were involved?
(please specify)

16. Were instructors from other disciplines involved ...

, in course planning.'"

... in team teaching?

^

... in offering guest lectures?

(so

6

Y1644' NO

2

92
Vi 2

42

44

45

46



17a. Which of these types Of assistance were available to yOu last term? CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

Whkh did you*Milize? CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

a Clef real help

a.

Assistance was
available to me
lin the following

areas

b Test-scOring facilities

c Tutors .

d Readers

e Par apiofessional aides/instructional assistants

Mectio production facilities/assistance

g Library/bibliographical assistance

h I alioratorA assistants

Other tpleue perrf v):

47

b.

Utilized
48.

18. Although this course may have been very effective, whal would it take to have made it better?
C111A'K AS MANY AS APPLY.

4.

a Moro I reedom to choose materials

b Mor e Interaction with colleagues or administrators

I,(u,s interference from colleagues or administ rators

d Larger class (more students)

c Smaller class

Mor e reader /paraprofessiona/ aides

Mt)re clerical assistance , ....
h A \ arlahilitv of more media or instructional materials ...... .

St! it. ter prerequisites for admission to class

I.

Fewer or no prerequisites for admission to class

Changed course description .

Instructor release time to develop course and/
mateyial

in Dill el cot goals and objectives

n. Prolessronal development opportunities for instructors

o. Bet ter laboratory facilities

Ep
3

4

1:15

"

D-7

DB

D9

El'

Students het ter prepared to handle Course requirements

q Other (pleti%c .Npecif y):

7



Now, just a few questions about you ...

19. How many years have you taught in any
two-year college?

20. At this college ar u considered lo he a:

a. Less than one year .

b. 1-2 years

c. 3-4 years

d. 5-la years

e. I-20 years

f. Over 20 years. .. ..
a. Full-thne facility member

b. Part-time faculty member
c. Department or tilloi*in cbairperOrr

d. Administ rator

e. Other (please spee*if v):

21a. Are you currently emproyed in a research or industrial position directiy related
to the discipline of this course?

b. ii YES: For how many years?

Yes [j
Nor.]

c. if previmmly you had been employed in a related industry or research organization, please indicate the

number of years:

22. What is the highest (legree you presently !mid?

...

a. -Bachelor's

b. Master's
Doc t ora t e

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION,
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Thank you for taking the time to complete this .survey. Please seal the completed questionnaire in the envelope
which is addressed to thi:% project facilitator on your campus and return it to that person. After collecting the forms
from all paiaticipants, the la6litator wilt forward the sealed envelopes to the Center. .. .

.
We appreciate your prompt attention and participation in, thi-s important survey for the National Science Foundation.

Arthur M, Cohen
Principal Investigator

:FEB i 198n
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Florence 13. Brawer
Research Director

FRIG .Cleniv,ltouse fur Junior Colleges
Uf; Buihfing

C;1lifornia
() AogeJe:;, Co lifornio 9002/1


